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CHAPTER 1 – Introduction 

 

1.1 MOTIVATION 

The secretory pathway of eukaryotic cells is an important system facilitating the delivery of 

newly synthesized proteins, lipids, and carbohydrates to the cell surface. This transport is 

necessary for cell growth and homeostasis. Individual organelles including the endoplasmic 

reticulum (ER), Golgi apparatus, and plasma membrane (PM), provide a specialized environment 

facilitating the various stages of protein development, modification, sorting, and ultimately 

secretion. Secretory cargo is synthesized and assembled in the ER before being transported to the 

Golgi where it is further processed. Upon completion of Golgi maturation, the cargo is sorted and 

packaged into post-Golgi carriers that are responsible for transport of the cargo to its final 

destination. This directional transport of both newly synthesized and existing resident proteins is 

balanced by retrieval pathways that return membrane and selected proteins back to their 

compartments of origin. 

 

Protein trafficking pathways are important to the study of cellular division, or mitosis. The Golgi 

apparatus has been shown to break down during the initial stages of mitosis and is later rebuilt in 

the two daughter cells (Lucocq et al., 1989; Lucocq et al., 1987; Maul and Brinkley, 1970). ER 

and Golgi membrane proteins are found in numerous dispersed vesicles in mitotic cells (Lucocq 

and Warren, 1987; Misteli and Warren, 1995). Investigation of interphase protein trafficking is 

important in not only understanding the partitioning properties of these Golgi resident proteins in 

mitotic cells, but also understanding the overall dynamics of mitosis. 

 

The biotechnology industry has grown considerably since the early 1980s, led by advancements 

in the area of protein therapeutics (Henry, 2000). In recent years cells have become useful as 

practical, industrial-scale bioreactors (Cartwright, 1994). In particular, mammalian cell culture 

has been used to produce products including HerceptinTM, a monoclonal antibody for treating 

breast cancer, and VaqtaTM, an inactivated hepatitis A vaccine (Chu and Robinson, 2001). 

Another well known drug, Procrit®, is produced in Chinese hamster ovary cells and marketed by 

Amgen as an effective treatment for anemia resulting from cancer chemotherapy. Transgenic 

animal bioreactors have also been useful for the production of complex therapeutic proteins and 

are the most mature systems for expressing large amounts of the protein at a low cost 

(Houdebine, 2000; Houdebine, 2002a; Houdebine, 2002b; Van Cott and Velander, 1998). Protein 

secretion in the milk of these transgenic animals has become a useful source for the production of 
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recombinant protein pharmaceuticals (Soler et al., 2005). Our work is focused on understanding 

the mechanisms and pathways involved in the secretion of these proteins, both endogenous and 

recombinant. A better understanding may assist in the development of better strategies for 

producing recombinant proteins within these bioreactor systems. 

 

Development of novel drug delivery strategies utilizing unique mechanisms is also currently a 

major area of interest as evidenced by the developing number of companies and new technologies 

available (Charman et al., 1999; Kaparissides et al., 2006). Conventional oral and intravenous 

routes of drug administration often do not provide ideal pharmacokinetic profiles, particularly 

involving drugs displaying a high degree of toxicity or narrow therapeutic widows.  For these 

reasons, an emphasis has been placed on the development of new, innovative methods for the 

directed delivery of therapeutic agents. Toxins in particular have shown promise as potential 

vectors for directed intracellular drug delivery. The inherent ability of certain toxins to enter the 

cell and travel along existing secretory trafficking pathways have also made them useful in the 

study of these intracellular pathways.  Increased knowledge about the mechanisms involved in 

secretory membrane transport will not only provide us with greater understanding of toxin 

infection but may also expose opportunities for the therapeutic use of these toxins as vaccinations 

or in the targeted elimination of cells. Our research has attempted to better understand these 

trafficking pathways using a quantitative approach to analysis. 

 

Fluorescent microscopy has been a useful tool for the visualization and qualitative analysis of 

intracellular proteins for many years. However, with our work we have introduced a novel 

method for the quantitative analysis of intracellular protein distributions using fluorescent 

microscopy. The methods presented in the following chapters for the quantitative analysis of 

Golgi resident proteins are applicable for the study of other intracellular processes. The research 

presented in this dissertation is an excellent example of how engineering analysis can be used to 

better understand a basic biological process. Combining both disciplines furthers our 

understanding of current biological processes as well as increasing the possibilities for the 

discovery of new information.  

 

 

1.2 OBJECTIVE 

This research consists of two primary parts. The initial focus centered on understanding the 

distribution of Golgi resident glycosyltransferases between the ER and Golgi at steady-state. 
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Retrograde trafficking of these Golgi proteins has been demonstrated experimentally mandating 

the existence of a dynamic equilibrium between the Golgi apparatus and ER (Cole et al., 1996; 

Pelham, 2001; Storrie and Nilsson, 2002; Storrie et al., 1998). Our studies also included the 

development of a quantitative method for analysis of data collected using fluorescent microscopy 

(Rhee et al., 2005).  The second part focused on the quantification of a unique Golgi resident 

protein that cycles in the late endosome bypass pathway. Using the published method of analysis 

and techniques developed during the initial project, we endeavored to (1) determine the 

anterograde and retrograde transport kinetics of this Golgi protein, (2) develop a compartmental 

model for the pH sensitive trafficking of this protein in the bypass pathway, and (3) investigate 

the spatial Golgi distribution of the protein during retrograde transport to the Golgi following 

endosomal exit. 

 

This research lies at the interface of experimental cell biology and quantitative computational 

analysis. These experiments combined more traditional experimental biological approaches with 

more recent computational approaches to understanding cellular mechanisms. Additionally, 

development of a quantitative method of analysis validated the use of fluorescent microscopy as a 

quantitative tool for studying intracellular proteins. 

 

1.3 SPECIFIC AIMS 

 

Aim 1. Determine a quantitative process for analyzing fluorescent microscopy data. Use this 

process to determine the steady-state value of the ER pool of a specific subset of Golgi resident 

proteins for HeLa cells. 

 

Aim 2. Quantify and characterize cycling rates of the Golgi resident protein GPP130 between the 

Golgi and endosomes 

 

Aim 3. Spatial characterization of Golgi localized GPP130 during retrograde transport between 

the endosomes and the cis Golgi. 

 

 

1.3.1 Aim1. Determine a quantitative process for analyzing fluorescent microscopy data. Use this 

process to determine the steady-state value of the ER pool of a specific subset of Golgi resident 

proteins for HeLa cells. 
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The Golgi apparatus forms the central hub of the secretory system and both anterograde and 

retrograde trafficking between it and the ER is critical for proper activity.  A strong prediction of 

constitutive recycling between the Golgi apparatus and the ER is the existence of a steady-state 

pool of Golgi enzymes within the ER.  We showed, using three approaches to quantifying Golgi 

enzyme levels in the ER versus Golgi apparatus, that the Golgi apparatus to ER ratio steady-state 

distribution was approximately 90:10. The methods used were: fluorescence microscopy (single 

plane widefield and confocal), analysis of electron micrographs of immunogold labeling of 

cryosections, and pool size estimations from kinetic modeling of Golgi apparatus to ER recycling. 

Previous fluorescent image analysis has used visual identification for determining protein 

distributions in the cell. Our analysis used a more quantitative approach involving calculated 

thresholds and deconvolution analysis. All experiments were done in the presence of 

cycloheximide to inhibit protein synthesis as a way to demonstrate whether or not enzyme 

distributions were metabolically stable.  Based on our results, we concluded that a finite portion 

of Golgi enzymes resides in the ER at steady-state and that the outcome of quantifying this 

distribution is remarkably similar whether by electron microscopy, mathematical modeling or 

fluorescence microscopy through calculated threshold or deconvolution. 

 

1.3.2 Aim 2. Quantify and characterize cycling rates of the Golgi resident protein GPP130 

between the Golgi and endosomes 

 

The early endosomal pathway has been studied in connection with viral entry into cells. 

Knockdown studies performed in the Linstedt laboratory (Puthenveedu et al., 2003) showed that 

the Golgi apparatus protein GPP130 mediated endosome to Golgi trafficking of Shiga toxin. Cells 

lacking GPP130 showed a significant delay of toxin transport to the Golgi consistent with a 

kinetic block during early endosome exit. Understanding of this unusual Golgi recycling pathway 

will contribute to the understanding of viral infection kinetics and the possible use of this pahway 

for drug delivery. 

 

The drug monensin has been shown to increase intracellular pH, which in turn blocks protein exit 

from the endosomes and leads to an accumulation of GPP130 protein in these endosomes 

(Linstedt et al., 1997). The process is reversible and GPP130 returns to its steady-state 

distribution after drug washout.  Using monensin to induce GPP130 redistribution, confocal 

fluorescent images stained for GPP130 at different time points and following deconvolution were 
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analyzed. Using data collected from the monensin redistribution and washout experiments, a two 

compartment kinetic model was used fit to the data and kinetic rates from the model determined 

for the forward and return rates of GPP130 between the Golgi and endosomes. Our data suggest 

that monensin not only inhibits endosomal exit to the Golgi, but also increases the rate of 

transport from the Golgi by almost 20 fold. Mechanisms behind this were not elucidated but 

suggest the presence of a pH sensitive rate-limiting step in the transport of GPP130 in between 

the Golgi and the endosomes. 

 

1.3.3 Aim 3. Spatial Characterization of Golgi localized GPP130 during retrograde transport 

between the endosomes and the cis Golgi. 

 

The specifics of how GPP130 traffics into the Golgi from the endosomes are still unknown. After 

exit from the endosomes, GPP130 has been shown to transport to its steady-state location in the 

cis Golgi (Linstedt et al., 1997). The goal of this aim was to determine if GPP130 was returned to 

the cis Golgi via the trans region after exiting the endosomes or if GPP130 trafficked directly to 

the cis Golgi. Using LSM510 laser scanning technology, a novel method for determining the 

distance between regions of high protein intensity was developed. The method involved 

determining the distances between GPP130 and both cis and trans Golgi markers from single 

plane images to determine the time evolution of GPP130 localization. Although quantification 

issues were identified, tenuous conclusions could be drawn based on the image analysis and 

further studies are needed. 

 

1.4 DISSERTATION ROADMAP 

Following a brief literature review presented in Chapter 2, our published work, to address Aim 1, 

is presented in Chapter 3. Research addressing Aims 2 and 3 is presented in Chapter 4. A 

discussion of all my previous work and suggestions for future work is described in Chapter 5. 

Finally, additional information concerning the electron micrograph analysis, stereology, pixel 

shift phenomenon, and general microscopy terminology described in chapters 3 and 4, is supplied 

in the appendices found at the end of the dissertation. 
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CHAPTER 2- LITERATURE REVIEW 

In this chapter, background information will be presented that is relevant to the biological issues 

investigated in this dissertation. An overview of the secretory pathway is followed by a summary 

of the Golgi disturbing agents used. Finally, a review of both fluorescent and electron microscopy 

techniques is presented.  

 

2.1  SECRETORY PATHWAY 

The secretory pathway is a vital part of all eukaryotic cells and is responsible for protein folding, 

assembly, modification (i.e. glycosylation), sorting, and delivery (Figure 1). These mechanisms 

occur primarily in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), Golgi apparatus, and various post Golgi 

organelles such as lysosomes, endosomes, secretory granules, and the plasma membrane (Watson 

P, 2005). Each compartment provides a specialized environment that facilitates the various stages 

of protein biogenesis. 

 

2.1.1  ENDOPLASMIC RETICULUM 

The endoplasmic reticulum (ER), an extensive network of continuous membrane stacks 

throughout the cytoplasm (Vertel et al., 1992), is comprised of the nuclear envelope, the rough 

ER, and the smooth ER. The rough ER, so named for the ribosomes that stud its surface, is a 

series of interconnected flattened stacks where some membrane and organelle proteins and almost 

all proteins secreted from the cell are synthesized. The smooth ER lacks the ribosomes 

characteristic of the rough ER and is responsible for the synthesis of fatty acids and 

phospholipids. Shortly after synthesis, proteins are translocated into the ER where they are 

subsequently folded. Misfolding or protein aggregation can result in retention of these proteins in 

the ER (Nishikawa et al., 2005). Properly folded proteins are packaged into coated vesicles for 

anterograde transport to the Golgi (Tang et al., 2005).  

 

2.1.2  GOLGI APPARATUS 

The Golgi apparatus, discovered in 1898 by Camillo Golgi, is the next station in protein 

maturation along the secretory pathway of eukaryotic cells (Farquhar and Palade, 1998). Debate 

as to the validity of the Golgi apparatus as an independent organelle was resolved with the 

introduction of cell fractionation and electron microscopy (EM). These quantitative techniques 

confirmed the role of the Golgi in protein glycosylation and secretion from the cell (Fleischer et 

al., 1969; Moore, 1974; Palade, 1975; Storrie, 2005).  Immunofluorescence images indicate the 

Golgi to be a lacy, ribbon like structure  ~5-7 µm in length, ~1-2 µm in width, and ~3-5 µm in 
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depth (Storrie et al., 1998). The functions of the Golgi include (1) protein glycosylation (Kornfeld 

and Kornfeld, 1985; Paulson and Colley, 1989; Roth, 1991), (2) sorting and delivery (Bonifacino 

and Glick, 2004; Watson P, 2005), and (3) recycling of receptors involved in endocytosis 

(i.e.mannose-6-phosphate receptor) (Carlton et al., 2004). These functions are performed by a 

population of proteins residing in three distinct regions of the Golgi apparatus: the cis Golgi/cis 

Golgi network (CGN), medial, and trans Golgi/trans Golgi network (TGN) (Mellman and 

Simons, 1992).  Proteins localized to these sub-compartments are used as markers for their 

specific regions providing researchers with a novel way to study the maturation/ spatial 

progression of proteins traveling through the organelle. 

 

Golgi resident proteins are categorized as belonging to either the trans-membrane or matrix 

families. Peripheral (matrix) proteins localized to the Golgi are thought to be responsible for the 

unique architecture of the organelle (Seemann et al., 2000). The best characterized of the matrix 

proteins are the fibrous, coiled-coil golgin family and the GRASP family of stacking proteins 

(Linstedt, 1999; Nakamura et al., 1995; Seemann et al., 2000). Recent research presents evidence 

for the role of matrix proteins in docking and tethering of trafficking vesicles and a role in 

cisternal adhesion through interactions with transmembrane proteins and lipids (Barr, 2005; Barr 

and Short, 2003; Linstedt, 1999; Nakamura et al., 1995; Seemann et al., 2000). The general 

assumption of matrix proteins as a static population stably associated with the Golgi is being 

challenged by increasing evidence of their dynamic interaction with both the cytosol and ER 

(Garcia-Mata et al., 2003; Mardones et al., 2006; Ward et al., 2001).  

 

Posttranslational modifications, such as glycosylation, are the responsibility of individual 

glycosyltransferases (transmembrane family) distributed between Golgi compartments in a 

discrete gradient-like pattern. For example, while α1,2 mannosidase I (MannI) exhibits a cis 

Golgi distribution (Balch and Keller, 1986), β1,4-galactosyltransferase (GalT) has been shown to 

localize to the trans Golgi and TGN regions (Lucocq et al., 1989; Roth and Berger, 1982).  These 

discrete distributions also define the role of the enzyme in the overall sequential modification of 

maturing proteins as they are received from the ER and mature through the Golgi. Most 

modifications occur in the medial Golgi compartment while the trans-Golgi/TGN aids in final 

glycosylation and sorting of plasma membrane, lysosomal, and secretory proteins to their 

respective final destinations. Distinct delineations of proteins between the compartments are not 

universal as appreciative overlap between cisternae for certain proteins has been shown, resulting 

in gradient like distributions (Axelsson et al., 2001). These proteins can be used as markers for a 
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broader region of the Golgi complex rather than specific cisternae. For example, ERGIC-53 is an 

enzyme localized to the cis Golgi and CGN. β1,2 N-acetylglucosaminyltransferase I (NAGT I) 

and α-mannosidase II (Mann-II) are medial enzymes which tend to overlap some with the trans 

enzymes GalT and α-2,6-sialytransferase in distribution (Rabouille et al., 1995; Yang and Storrie, 

1998). (Table 1). 

 

With his work on the exocrine pancreas, George Palade established the vectorial transport of 

secretory vesicles through the ER and Golgi culminating in the export/excretion of the cargo 

molecules at the plasma membrane (Figure 1). Secretory proteins, membrane glycoproteins, and 

lysosomal enzymes are synthesized on polyribosomes and translocated to the ER where they 

undergo cotranslational and posttranslational processing. After exiting the ER, coated vesicles 

shuttle them to the cis Golgi where they are processed and sorted in a cis to trans manner. Sorting 

occurs in the trans cisternae or TGN where, for example, proteins marked with mannose 6-

phosphate receptors are bound by lysosomal enzymes and delivered to endosomes to be degraded. 

Membrane and secretory proteins are sorted to the secretory or constitutive pathways in clathrin 

coated vesicles by exocytosis (Balch et al., 1994; Farquhar and Palade, 1998). Previous evidence 

has suggested that after exiting the TGN, secretory traffic is capable of traversing endocytic 

compartments on route to the plasma membrane (Ang et al., 2004; Futter et al., 1995; Hedman et 

al., 1987; Orzech et al., 2000). This co-operation between the biosynthetic and endocytic routes is 

not generally understood and may be partially due to the complexity of the endosomal population. 

 

2.1.3  ENDOSOMES 

Traditionally, endocytosis has been credited with the transport of hormones, nutrients, plasma 

membrane proteins, and ligands into the cell. A variety of endocytic mechanisms exist including 

phagocytosis, pinocytosis, and receptor-mediated endocytosis.  After internalization the cargo can 

follow multiple pathways including (1) early endosomes (EE)/ sorting endosomes (SE), (2) 

lysosomes for degradation, (3) recycling endosomes (RE) for recycling back to the cell surface 

i.e. transferrin receptor, and (4) transcytosis from one plasma membrane to opposite plasma 

membrane in polarized cells (Figure 2). The interior endosomal environment is acidified by ATP-

dependant proton pumps (Nishi and Forgac, 2002). Control of this interior pH can influence the 

trafficking route of the cargo and can aid in receptor/ligand dissociation (EE, RE) and lysosomal 

degradation, for example (Baravalle et al., 2005).  More recent discoveries have begun to explore 

the role of endosomes in protein sorting (Ang et al., 2004; Lock and Stow, 2005), external stimuli 

response (Chow et al., 2002; Karylowski et al., 2004), and cell signaling (Miaczynska et al., 
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2004). Continued discovery of new endosomal functions only goes to illustrate the variety and 

complexity of the endosomal population present in eukaryotic cells. This complexity is increased 

in polarized cells, which interact with apical, and basolateral extracellular environments (Perret et 

al., 2005). 

 

Several protein toxins produced by bacteria, including Shiga toxin, with intracellular targets 

ranging from kinases, to actin, to ribosomal subunits (Sandvig and van Deurs, 2002; Schirmer 

and Aktories, 2004) use endocytosis to enter the cell. In order to exert an effect, the toxins must 

also gain access to the cytosol. Most toxins use two main pathways for entering the cytosol; (1) 

direct transfer from the endosomes in response to low pH or (2) retrograde transport along the 

Golgi and ER before transfer to the cytosol (Figure 3). This exploitation of the endocytic 

machinery for entry into the cell and subsequent transport to the cytosol provides a useful tool for 

studying the retrograde transport routes of the secretory pathway. Shiga toxin is internalized via 

clathrin-dependant mechanisms (Sandvig et al., 1989) and transported from endosomes via the 

TGN/Golgi to the ER (Johannes et al., 1997; Kim et al., 1998; Sandvig et al., 1992). The 

existence of a bypass pathway connecting the EE/RE and TGN is supported by the rapid transport 

of Shiga toxin B-fragment as well as the transport of Golgi localized proteins TGN38 and furin 

(Chapman and Munro, 1994; Humphrey et al., 1993; Molloy et al., 1994).  

 

2.1.4  MATURATION VERSUS VESICULAR TRANSPORT MODELS 

Two opposing models have been put forward to explain the bi-directional vesicular traffic 

between the ER and Golgi (Figure 4). The classical vesicular-transport model views the Golgi as 

a stable stack of cisternae linked by transporting vesicles containing the secretory cargo. Specific 

subsets of enzymes residing in each cisternae act on the newly synthesized proteins and lipids in a 

step-wise manner as they are transported through the Golgi with the aid of small-coated vesicles 

(Palade, 1975; Pfeffer and Rothman, 1987). Simultaneously, retrograde transport recycles the 

coat proteins to earlier compartments for later use. Arguments for this anterograde vesicle model 

are based on the Golgi having a set structure, a fixed number of cisternae, and the presence of 

distinct populations of Golgi enzymes within these cisternae (Dunphy et al., 1985; Nilsson et al., 

1993; Rambourg et al., 1987; Roth and Berger, 1982). 

 

Alternatively, cisternal maturation predicts the formation Golgi cisternae results from continuous 

ER derived vesicle fusion. The cisternae act as carriers for the newly synthesized proteins en 

route to the plasma membrane and are eventually consumed in the trans region thereby releasing 
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their cargo for transport to various post-Golgi destinations. Forward bulk flow is balanced by the 

presence of constant retrograde trafficking of Golgi resident enzymes (Glick and Malhotra, 1998; 

Pelham, 1998). In this manner, the maturing proteins are able to travel in an anterograde manner 

while the resident Golgi proteins are being recycled back for future use in protein modification 

and transport. A major finding in support of cisternal maturation was the discovery of transport of 

molecules too large to be contained in vesicular intermediates through the secretory system. In 

particular, studies involving the transport and modification of cell/wall scale formation in algae, a 

molecule almost as wide as the Golgi stack itself, illustrate the transport of cargo too large for 

vesicular transport alone (Becker et al., 1995; Brown, 1969). Other evidence includes the finding 

that Golgi transport vesicles contain resident Golgi enzymes that are depleted in secretory cargo 

suggesting their possible role in retrograde recycling (Love et al., 1998; Sonnichsen et al., 1996). 

Finally, evidence has been shown that illustrates, in living cells, cargo being carried from the ER 

to cis Golgi in structures larger than vesicles (Presley et al., 1997). It is suggested that this cargo 

accumulates in the cis cisternae and in so doing is consistent with the cisternal maturation model 

(Pelham, 1997). In reality, the transport of cargo through the Golgi from the ER is most likely 

some combination of both models but additional research is needed to work out the details (Orci 

et al., 1997; Ostermann et al., 1993; Pelham, 2001). 

 

 

2.2  PROTEIN LABELING FOR VISUALIZATION 

A variety of labeling techniques are available for visualizing intracellular proteins, including 

antibody staining and recombinant tagged proteins. Short descriptions of the imaging techniques 

used in this dissertation follow. 

 

2.2.1  IMMUNOFLUORESCENCE 

Immunofluorescence is a commonly used approach for the detection of intracellular proteins and 

can be used to study their localization and relative concentrations. Primary antibodies specific to 

an antigen are used in conjunction with fluorescently tagged secondary antibodies to identify the 

protein of interest (Figure 5). Antibodies can be made in the laboratory by injecting an animal 

(i.e. mouse, rabbit, sheep, goat) with the antigen. These repeated injections stimulate B cells, a 

special subpopulation of white blood cells responsible for antibody production, to secrete large 

amounts of antibody against the injected antigen (protein). Because a variety of B cells are 

stimulated, the isolated serum will consist of a mixed population of antibodies against various 

epitopes of the protein (polyclonal). Monoclonal antibodies recognize a single protein epitope and 
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are more specific, although harder to isolate and reproduce. Fluorescently conjugated secondary 

antibodies bind to the primary antibody (Figure 5) making it possible to detect the protein using 

methods such as fluorescent microscopy and western blotting. Antibody staining does, however 

require the cells to be fixed first. Although the development of recombinant proteins containing 

fluorescent protein domains (i.e. GFP) has introduced alternate methods for studying intracellular 

proteins, the wide range of available antibodies still makes immunofluorescence a commonly 

used technique. 

 

2.2.2  GREEN FLUORESCENT PROTEIN (GFP) 

Green fluorescent protein (GFP) was discovered in 1962 by Shimomura et al. and was isolated 

from the light-emitting organ of the jellyfish Aequorea victoria (Shimomura et al., 1962). Its 

ability to generate a highly visible fluorescent signal has made it a widely used marker for both 

gene expression and protein visualization in intact cells and organisms (Miyawaki et al., 2003; 

Stephens and Allan, 2003; Tsien, 1998). The GFP molecule has allowed specific labeling of 

biological molecules and cellular structures that can be detected using a variety of sensitive 

optical methods (Ehrhardt, 2003). The relatively non-invasive nature of the GFP molecules 

(beyond transfection) allows the researchers to observe and measure the molecules in living tissue 

and gather information on transient and dynamic events.  

 

After the gene was cloned (Prasher et al., 1992), it was shown that GFP can be expressed in other 

organisms and remain capable of fluorescence (Chalfie et al., 1994; Inouye and Tsuji, 1994). This 

indicated that no jellyfish specific genes were required for the posttranslational synthesis of the 

chromophore (Tsien, 1998).  GFP can be attached to almost any protein of interest and still fold 

into a fluorescent molecule without affecting the protein’s function. One of the most successful 

applications of GFP has been its genetic fusion to host proteins in order to monitor their 

localization and movement (Tsien, 1998). The GFP gene is fused in frame with the protein of 

interest and the resulting chimera sequence is expressed in the organism of interest (example 

illustrated in Figure 6). This results in a new protein capable of fluorescence but still able to 

maintain its functions and localization capabilities. GFP has been fused to proteins of almost 

every major organelle of the cell including the plasma membrane (Barak et al., 1997; Hanakam et 

al., 1996; Marshall et al., 1995; Yokoe and Meyer, 1996), nucleus (De Giorgi et al., 1996; 

Hanakam et al., 1996; Lim et al., 1995; Rizzuto et al., 1996), ER (Miyawaki et al., 1997; Presley 

et al., 1997; Subramanian and Meyer, 1997), the Golgi apparatus (Presley et al., 1997), secretory 
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vesicles (Kaether and Gerdes, 1995; Lang et al., 1997), and mitochondria (De Giorgi et al., 1996; 

Murray and Kirschner, 1989; Rizzuto et al., 1996; Yano et al., 1997). 

 

GFP is an 11-stranded β-barrel with an α-helix running up the center of the cylinder (Tsien, 

1998). The chromophore is attached to the α-helix and resides in almost the exact center of the 

cylinder (Phillips, 1997; Yang et al., 1996). The emission spectrum of GFP peaks at 508 nm and 

it has two excitation peaks, at 395 nm and 470 nm. If exposed to fluorescent light for too long, the 

GFP molecule can become photobleached and loose its signal. However, most GFPs are 

relatively resistant to photobleaching, most likely due to the shielding of the chromophore by the 

structure itself (Cubitt et al., 1995; Swaminathan et al., 1997). 

 

GFP, a 27 kDa protein, has been used widely as a fluorescent marker for proteins in living cells 

(Lippincott-Schwartz et al., 1998). These applications include quantitative imaging to measure 

the amount of protein localized to a particular site in the cell (Kahn et al., 1997; Niswender et al., 

1995; Potter et al., 1996; Rhee et al., 2005), time lapse imaging to follow protein distributions 

(Kaether and Gerdes, 1995; Presley et al., 1997; Wacker et al., 1997), and photobleaching 

recovery experiments (Cole et al., 1996; Henkel et al., 1996). In particular, there have been many 

application opportunities for the GFP molecule in studying the secretory pathway, and in 

particular the Golgi apparatus. Presely et al. have used temperature sensitive VSV-G proteins 

tagged with GFP to look at the pre-Golgi intermediates and their relationship to the Golgi 

complex (Presley et al., 1997). Photobleaching and fluorescence recovery after photobleaching  

(FRAP) experiments have been used to study the diffusional mobility of Golgi resident proteins 

(Zaal et al., 1999). A problem that is often encountered when using GFP protein chimeras is the 

relatively large size of the GFP molecule interfering with the folding of the host protein (for 

example, relative sizes of truncated GalNAcT2 and GFP illustrated in Figure 6). When this 

occurs, transfected proteins can become trapped and accumulate in the ER. On a positive note 

however, only correctly folded GFP molecules will fluoresce. So, although there may be a large 

accumulation of unfolded protein in the ER, this pool will not affect fluorescent measurements. 

When using antibodies however, ER retention of incorrectly folded proteins can be an issue due 

to the fact that regardless of its conformational state, the antibody will bind to the protein epitope. 

For example, GalNAcT2-GFP cells stained for anti-GFP antibody showed a stronger ER staining 

pattern compared to live cell images (Figure 7). 
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2.2.3  VESICULAR STOMATITIS VIRUS (VSV) 

Vesicular stomatitis virus glycoprotein (VSV-G) has unique properties that have made it a 

desirable model for studying the maturation and intracellular transport of membrane proteins. In 

particular, temperature sensitive mutants (i.e. ts045-VSV membrane protein) and VSV-G epitope 

tagged proteins (i.e. GalNAcT2-VSV) have been used to study the transport of proteins in the 

secretory pathway (Kreis, 1986; Rivas and Moore, 1989; Storrie et al., 1994). The VSV-G 

cytoplasmic domain, a 29 amino acid carboxyl-terminal sequence, has been shown to be required 

for normal transport to the cell surface (Rose and Bergmann, 1983). Alterations to this sequence 

affect the rate and extent of VSV-G delivery to the surface. The temperature sensitive mutant 

tsO45-G has been shown to accumulate in the ER at 39.5°C (Bergmann et al., 1981) and the trans 

Golgi-network (TGN) at 20°C (Saraste and Kuismanen, 1984) making it a useful tool for 

studying membrane transport kinetics. Additionally, transfected cell lines expressing VSV-G 

tagged proteins have been used to study the concentration and relative distributions of these 

proteins (Rhee et al., 2005; Röttger et al., 1998; Storrie et al., 1998). Unlike GFP, the VSV-G tag 

is not inherently fluorescent and requires primary and secondary antibodies to detect. 

 

 

2.3  GOLGI DISTURBING AGENTS 

Pharmacological agents, such as nocodazole, brefeldin A (BFA), monensin, and bafilomycin, 

have proven useful in helping to understand the fundamental properties of the Golgi as an 

organelle. Perturbation of the Golgi function as a result of drug addition usually manifests itself 

as a loss of cisternal adhesion, Golgi dispersal, a block in secretion, or inhibition of vesicular 

traffic. 

 

2.3.1  NOCODAZOLE 

Within the interphase cell (Figure 8), the Golgi complex exists as a ribbon of interconnected 

stacks with a network of interconnecting tubules (Yang and Storrie, 1998). From this ribbon there 

is continuous trafficking of proteins to and from the ER. This trafficking between compartments 

is facilitated by microtubules. The microtubules and microtubule organizing center (MTOC) act 

to stabilize the juxtanuclear Golgi complex. The drug nocodazole acts to depolymerize the 

microtubules causing the Golgi stacks to fragment (Figure 9A). Golgi proteins leave the ER at a 

limited number of ER exit sites. Intact microtubules facilitate the transport of cargo to the Golgi. 

In the presence of nocodazole however, the microtubules are depolymerized and the Golgi 
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proteins cluster at these ER exit sites eventually coalescing into mini de novo Golgi stacks near 

the exit sites (Kasap et al., 2004; Storrie et al., 1998; Yang and Storrie, 1998). 

 

Experiments involving Golgi protein chimeras (GFP, VSV-G, epitope tags) have shown that 

microtubules play an important role in the interphase mammalian cell. Key discoveries include 

finding that microtubules (1) are important in the juxtanuclear accumulation of Golgi complex 

intermediates which eventually assemble into the Golgi complex, (2) represent a direct pathway 

for retrograde recycling of Golgi proteins to the ER, and (3) provide evidence for the different 

cycling rates of various Golgi compartment resident proteins (Yang and Storrie, 1998). Evidence 

has been presented suggesting protein traffic between the Golgi and ER is a three stage process. 

The first step is budding from the scattered ER exit sites followed by coalescence of coated 

vesicles to from the intermediate compartment and finally the transport of these pre-Golgi 

structures to the Golgi complex. With regard to microtubules, these observations suggest an 

important role in providing the tracks for the congregation of these continuously forming Golgi 

intermediates. Agents that alter the distribution of these microtubules have a dramatic effect on 

the morphology and distribution of the Golgi apparatus. Nocodazole is an example of this 

reversible depolymeriztion of microtubules. Upon nocodazole addition, the Golgi separates into 

fragments that appear as short, stacked cisternae in EM micrographs (Yang and Storrie, 1998). 

The idea that upon microtubule depolymerization, the Golgi ribbon separates and the Golgi 

fragments slowly scatter to the cell periphery fails to account for the dense cytoplasmic medium 

in which they would have to travel. A different mechanism suggested is that upon microtubule 

depolymerization, the Golgi components redistribute to the ER exit sites where functional Golgi 

stacks are reformed.  

 

Similarly, during mitosis of mammalian cells, the Golgi apparatus and ER undergo extensive 

fragmentation. This fragmentation is thought to help in the partitioning of the organelles between 

the daughter cells (Warren, 1993). The Golgi is converted into vesicles and short tubules that are 

dispersed throughout the cell (Jesch and Linstedt, 1998). After mitosis is completed, the Golgi 

quickly reassembles.  The pathway of Golgi inheritance is not completely understood. Debate 

exists as to whether the Golgi breaks down directly and is inherited as fragments between the 

daughter cells or if the Golgi collapses into the ER only to reform after cell division is complete 

(Cole et al., 1996). Nocadazole provides a useful tool for studying the Golgi architecture during 

mitosis as it causes the Golgi to fragment in a similar manner as seen during mitosis. 
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2.3.2  BREFELDIN A 

Brefeldin A (BFA) is a metabolite of the fungus Eupenicillium brefeldianum. BFA reversibly 

blocks protein transport from the ER to the Golgi (Klausner et al., 1992; Pelham, 1991) and has 

also been shown to block secretion, vesicular assembly, antigen presentation, viral assembly and 

budding. These changes usually result in morphological changes, including the collapse of the 

Golgi. The mechanism of action of BFA is believed to involve an interference with ADP-

ribosylation factor (ARF) which functions in the association of the coat proteins with the 

membrane (Randazzo et al., 1993). In a study by Lippincott-Schwartz et al. BFA was shown to 

cause the Golgi resident protein mannosidase II to redistribute into the ER (Lippincott-Schwartz 

et al., 1989). It was also shown that VSV-G proteins undergo retrograde transport from the Golgi 

to the ER in the presence of BFA (Ivessa et al., 1995; Lippincott-Schwartz et al., 1989). Although 

Golgi morphology is dramatically disrupted during BFA treatment, it has been proven that the 

vesicular and tubular remnants of the Golgi remain after treatment and retain some of their 

function (Hendricks et al., 1992; Hidalgo et al., 1992) (Figure 9B). 

 

2.3.3  MONENSIN AND BAFILOMYCIN 

Monensin is a carboxylic ionophore known to affect the Na+/H+ exchange of intracellular 

compartments, such as the Golgi and endosomes, causing an increase in their luminal pH 

(Mollenhauer et al., 1990). The exact nature of how the drug acts is till unknown. Its 

hydrophobicity allows it to be easily incorporated into biological membranes (Pressman, 1968) 

where it exchanges protons for Na+. Osmotic swelling accompanies the ion exchange, 

manifesting itself in light micrographs as dilated ring-like structures (Mollenhauer et al., 1990; 

Tartakoff and Vassalli, 1977). The ability of monensin to block secretion at the cellular level is 

also believed to be related to the breakdown of acidification mechanisms (Mollenhauer et al., 

1990; Tartakoff, 1983; Yamashina, 1995). Golgi phosphoprotein of 130 kDa (GPP130), a cis 

Golgi integral membrane protein, has been shown to accumulate in early endosomal structures 

during monensin treatment, suggesting a pH-sensitive endosomal exiting mechanism and 

supporting the presence of an underlying cycling pathway between the biosynthetic and endocytic 

pathways (Bachert et al., 2001; Linstedt et al., 1997; Puri et al., 2002). Additionally, this 

continuous cycling of certain Golgi resident proteins between a steady-state Golgi distribution 

and post-Golgi intermediates is further supported by observations of monensin induced 

redistribution of other Golgi localized proteins, GalT, α1,3 fuc-T6, TGN 36/48 (Puranam et al., 

1993) (Figure 9C). Similar endosomal accumulations have been demonstrated for clathrin 

mediated endocytosied toxins in the presence of monensin. Whether this is the result of a direct 
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effect on the toxin or a consequence of neutralized pH is still under investigation (Marnell et al., 

1982; Orlandi et al., 1993). 

 

Similar to monensin, the pH disrupting drug bafilomycin causes the reversible redistribution of 

GPP130 to early endosomal structures while blocking secretion from the cell as evidenced by 

studies involving VSV-G and Semliki forest virus (SFV) proteins. However unlike monensin, 

bafilomycin neutralizes lumenal pH through the inhibition of vacuolar ATPases (Moriyama and 

Nelson, 1989). 

 

  

2.4  MICROSCOPY 

Microscopy has seen vast improvements over the last hundred years, from the introduction of 

phase contrast to the development of confocal imaging to the more recent introduction of 

Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET) for studying protein-protein interactions 

(Reviewed in Presley, 2005). With these advances has come a better understanding of the cellular 

processes that elude the human eye. Issues plaguing early microscopists, such as optical 

aberrations, blurred images and poor lens design, are continuing to be resolved with the 

introduction of new techniques like high-resolution objectives and laser scanning technologies, to 

name a few (Davidson MW; Michalet et al., 2003). Just in the past decade we have see a rapid 

development of fluorescent techniques, advances in digital imaging, and improvements in optical 

microscopy. All of these advances combined have helped to propel the field of cell biology 

forward and help researchers gain a better understanding of basic cellular processes. 

 

2.4.1  FLUORESCENT MICROSCOPY 

Fluorescent microscopy, in particular, has become an important non-invasive tool for the study of 

cell structure and function. It allows the researcher access to information about the dynamics of a 

cellular environment in vivo. By observing the cell under normal physiological conditions, 

understanding of intracellular mechanisms can be studied without changing the conformation and 

structure of the cell itself (Saino and Satoh, 2004). Advances in optical (non-fluorescence, 

transmitted) microscopy have been the results of imaging innovations such as phase contrast, 

Nomarski’s interference (differential interference contrast, DIC), and Hoffman’s contrast 

(Davidson MW; Michalet et al., 2003). With the development of immunocytochemistry and the 

ability to do live cell imaging, fluorescence microscopy has become an extremely useful 

laboratory technique.  
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Fluorescence is the result of a three-stage process, excitation, excited-state lifetime, and emission 

(Figure 10). Fluorescent probes are designed to illuminate an area of interest for visualization 

using a fluorescent microscope. Excitation of the probe occurs when an external source, such as 

an ultraviolet lamp or laser, supplies a photon of energy that is absorbed by the probe. This 

creates an electronic singlet state that lasts for a finite amount of time, usually 1-10 nanoseconds 

(Michalet et al., 2003). At emission, a photon of energy is emitted at a longer wavelength, due to 

the partial dissipation of energy during the excited state. For example, the green fluorescent 

protein (GFP) is excited at 488 nm and has a major emission peak at 508 nm. Once the 

fluorophore has returned to its ground state, the excitation process may begin again. This 

repeatable process allows for high sensitivity of the fluorescent signal. One caveat when using 

fluorescent probes is the need to avoid photobleaching, a phenomenon caused by extended high-

intensity illumination. Photobleaching is the irreversible destruction of the excited fluorophore 

and can be avoided by maximizing the detection properties of the microscope while 

simultaneously reducing the illumination intensity. 

 

Fluorescence microscopes require an excitation source, wavelength filters that isolate emission 

and excitation photons, and a detector that captures and translates the emission into a measurable 

output (Figure 11). An important requirement to consider when using fluorescence microscopy is 

the background fluorescence. Background can detract from the actual signal and may occur from 

endogenous surroundings (auto-fluorescence) or non-specific binding of the fluorophore. The 

signal-to-noise ratio can also cause complications in the detection of the fluorescence intensity.  

Increasing the collection efficiency can help to increase the signal-to-noise ratio (Michalet et al., 

2003). 

 

Airy discs are the small circular diffraction discs that are projected onto the image plane 

(Davidson MW) (Appendix 4). The resulting image at the eyepiece is actually a combination of 

Airy discs perceived as light and dark regions. The highest resolution a microscope can achieve 

between two points is when the center spots of nearby airy discs can be distinguished from one 

another. When the two dark center spots overlap considerably, the details represented by these 

two discs are not resolved and they appear as one unit. Higher numerical aperture lenses capture 

more diffracted discs therefore creating smaller disc sizes and better resolution. Numerical 

aperture is defined as the light acceptance angle of the objective, which in turn determines the 

light gathering power and resolving power of that objective. A higher numerical aperture results 
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in a larger cone of light being admitted into the lens. This larger cone of light allows more 

diffraction patterns of the airy disc to be captured, resulting in a higher resolving power of the 

lens and more available information about the sample. Another advantage of using a high 

numerical aperture is the increase in light allowed into the lens generally produces brighter 

images. When light travels through the components of an optical system (i.e. condensor, filter, 

objective), the image is distorted and convolved by the optical system’s point spread function 

(PSF). This PSF describes the manner in which the light of a point source is rendered by the 

optical system.  Convolution can result in blurring and distortion of the original image, but is 

reversible using deconvolution.  Deconvolution is the recovery of an object from an image that is 

degraded by blurring and noise (Landmann, 2002; Wallace et al., 2001).  If the PSF is known, the 

majority of the convolution can be undone mathematically and the original shape of the object 

restored. The improvement due to mathematical deconvolution of an image is readily apparent in 

Figure 12. 

 

Because the resolving power of a microscope is more limited in the axial versus lateral direction, 

the results of deconvolution are most dramatic along this axis. There are multiple ways to 

deconvolve an image, including the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) used by the Huygens 

Essential software, a software package used in the research described in this dissertation. This 

method estimates the objects distribution with the highest likelihood of having produced the 

output image, while taking into account the nature of the noise and imaging properties of the 

microscope. In order for deconvolution to be affective, the images must be properly oversampled 

per Nyquist criteria. The Nyquist criterion determines the minimum sampling density necessary 

to capture all avaliable information from the microscopic sample. Nyquist determined that the 

specimen signal must be sampled at least 2 times its highest spatial frequency (Nyquist, 1928; 

Webb RH, 1995). If this criterion is not met, undersampling can give rise to artifacts such as 

fringes and jagged edges. Therefore, when using deconvolution software, proper image sampling 

per Nyquist is essential.  

 

2.4.2  CONFOCAL MICROSCOPY 

Confocal microscopy, both spinning disk and laser scanning (LSM), offers several advantages 

over conventional widefield microscopy including reduced background, serial sectioning (Figure 

13), and depth of field control. Using both the three-dimensional (3-D) and four-dimensional (3-

D with time as fourth dimension) aspects available with confocal technologies, researchers have 

investigated motion/dynamics of organelle structures over time, protein-protein interactions, 
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membrane diffusion, and specific protein locations, to name a few (Bevis et al., 2002; Brismar et 

al., 1995; Egner et al., 2004; Elsner et al., 2003; Haustein and Schwille, 2004; Kreitzer et al., 

2003; Stephens and Allan, 2003; Storrie et al., 1994). The key feature of confocal microscopy is 

the use of spatial filtering techniques to exclude out-of-focus light contributed by adjacent focal 

planes. A pinhole is used to block light from nearby focal planes resulting in reduced background 

emission while providing a more accurate visualization of sub-cellular membranes, vesicles, and 

organelle systems within eukaryotic cells (Zemanova et al., 2003). In addition, high numerical 

apertures used to focus the excitation light and sensitive detectors, i.e. photomultiplier tubes, 

combine to make confocal microscopy a useful technique for studies involving multiple 

fluorescing samples, small quantities (as little as femtoliter volumes), and fluorescence 

photobleaching (Zemanova et al., 2003). 

 

Scanning confocal systems allow simultaneous imaging of multiple probes. The sample is 

illuminated in a point-by-point manner that provides the precision necessary for photobleaching 

experiments, but also limits the acquisition speed. Also, the number of laser lines available limits 

the excitation wavelengths available and switching between beams is slow which also affects the 

rate of acquisition. Alternatively, spinning disk confocal microscopes incorporate a rotating array 

of microlenses and pinholes to focus illumination and eliminate out-of-focus signal. A charge 

coupled device (CCD) camera captures the light from all the pinholes simultaneously increasing 

the rate of acquisition while reducing the photodamage to the sample. (Reviewed in Stephens and 

Allan, 2003). 

 

Emerging confocal technologies, such as 4Pi and total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy 

(TIRF), continue to push the limitations of fluorescence microscopy steadily increasing our 

knowledge of the secretory pathway and the Golgi apparatus in particular (Axelrod, 1989; Egner 

et al., 2004; Lang et al., 1997). 

 

2.4.3  ELECTRON MICROSCOPY 

Electron Microscopy (EM) is an established high-resolution technique for the quantification and 

visualization of sub-cellular organelle and protein distributions. Using EM, the relationship 

between proteins and substructure of intracellular compartments has been investigated (Koster 

and Klumperman, 2003). Sample preparation usually involves (1) cell immobilization by either 

cryofixation or more traditional chemical fixation, (2) sectioning of the sample (usually 

cryosectioning), (3) followed by protein labeling and imaging. Colloidal gold particle conjugated 
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antibodies are the preferred method of labeling for immunoEM (antibody staining electron 

microscopy imaging) experiments. The availability of different gold particle sizes allows several 

protein subpopulations to be labeled and separately identified based on particle size. Using gold 

particle quantification in conjunction with stereological techniques (Appendix 1), it is possible to 

determine relative protein distributions, total protein concentrations, and specific spatial 

compartmental distributions (i.e. cis vs medial vs trans Golgi) (Koster and Klumperman, 2003). 

Drawbacks of this microscopy technique include cell destruction and the inability to collect real 

time data. Although fluorescent microscopy overcomes these specific limitations, it is at the 

expense of reduced resolution (best light microscope resolution ~ 200nm versus EM resolution   

< 1nm). 
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Table 1.  Examples of Golgi Associated Proteins 

LOCATION PROTEIN FAMILY 

General vesicular transport protein (p115) transmembrane 

Golgi Phosphoprotein of 130 kDa (GPP130) transmembrane 

α1,2 Mannosidase I (Mann I) transmembrane 

ER-Golgi Intermediate Compartment protein of 

53 kDa (ERGIC-53) 
transmembrane 

cis Golgi/ 

CGN 

Golgi Matrix protein of 130 kDa (GM130) matrix 

β1,2 N-acetylglucosaminyltransferase (NAGT I) transmembrane 

α1,3-1,6 Mannosidase II (Mann II) transmembrane medial Golgi 

Golgi Reassembly Stacking protein of 55 kDa matrix 

β1,4 galactosyltransferase (GalT) transmembrane 

α2,6 sialytransferase (SialylT) transmembrane 

Rab6 GTP-binding protein 

trans Golgi/ 

TGN 

N-acetylgalactosaminyltransferase-2 (GalNAcT2) transmembrane 
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Figure 1. Secretory Pathway in Eukaryotic Cells. DNA is transcribed into RNA in the nucleus 

of the cell (1). After transcription, mRNA leaves the nucleus and enters the cytoplasm where it is 

bound by ribosomes (2). These ribosomes attach to the rough endoplasmic reticulum (ER) where 

they facilitate cotranslational transport of the protein into the ER lumen (3). After the protein is 

folded into its final conformation (4), it exits the ER and it transported to the Golgi (5). Enzymes  
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(Figure 1 continued) 

localized in the Golgi are responsible for modification of the protein as it travels from cis to trans 

cisternae (6). These mature proteins can then be transported to the plasma membrane (PM) for 

secretion (7,8) or to other post-Golgi structures such as lysosomes for degradation (9). 
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Figure 2. Endosomal Sorting. Ligand-receptor complexes from the plasma membrane (PM) 

internalized into early endosomes (EE)/sorting endosomes (SE) are separated for subsequent 

sorting. The dissociated receptors are often sorted to the recycling endosomes (RE) for transport 

back to the surface. Ligands can be transported to (1) the late endosomes (LE) before being sent 

to the lysosomes to be degraded, (2) the recycling endosomes for transport to the PM or Golgi, 

(3) the Golgi directly, a pathway used by many toxins, and (4) the PM for secretion.  
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Figure 3. Shiga toxin Internalization Pathway. Shiga toxin, a bacterial toxin, binds to the cell 

before being endocytosed in clathrin-coated pits. It undergoes retrograde transport from early 

endosomes to the Golgi before traveling to the endoplasmic reticulum (ER).  Shiga toxin consists 

of two subunits, A and B. The B subunit binds a receptor on the cell surface facilitating 

endocytosis while the enzymaticaly active subunit, A, is translocated from the ER lumen to the 

cytosol. 
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Figure 4. Transport Models for the Golgi Apparatus. In the vesicular transport model, small 

coated vesicles are used to transport cargo between the essentially stationary Golgi cisternae. 

Each stable cisternae has a fixed composition of resident enzymes. The cisternal maturation 

model uses vesicles for the retrograde recycling of resident Golgi enzymes while the cisternae act 

as bulk carriers for the cargo transporting through the Golgi. New cisternae are formed at the cis 

Golgi face with each round of cargo transport 
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Figure 5. Antibody Detection.  (1) Primary antibodies directed against a small epitope of the 

protein of interest bind to the protein specifically if that portion is accessible. (2) A secondary 

antibody designed to recognize the conserved region of the primary antibody is conjugated with a 

fluorescent tag making it possible to visualize the protein using fluorescent microscopy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 6. GalNAcT2-GFP protein. Truncated stem region of GalNAcT2 protein (338-bp 

fragment, (Storrie et al., 1998)) was fused to the NH2 terminus of the GFP protein (~27 kDa 

(Tsien, 1998)).  
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Figure 7. GFP Protein Distribution. Cells stably transfected to express GalNAcT2-GFP (A, B) 

exhibit different ER staining patterns depending on the method used to visualize the protein. Live 

cells imaged using a fluorescent microscope (A) have a weaker ER signal compared to cells 

stained with anti-GFP antibody (B). This increased ER signal is due in part to the non-specific 

antibody background of the antibody (C, anti-GFP staining of wild-type HeLa cells) and due in 

part to the antibody recognition of misfolded GalNAcT2-GFP protein retained in the ER. 
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Figure 8. Mitosis in the Eukaroytic cell. Mitosis is the process used for cell division and begins 

in prophase when the nuclear envelope dissolves and the chromosomes are condensed. In 

metaphase the condensed chromosomes line up in the middle of the cell before being separated 

and pulled to opposite ends of the cell during anaphase. During telophase the nuclear envelope 

reforms and the cell division is completed. The majority of the time the cell is in interphase where 

the DNA is duplicated. 
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Figure 9. Effects of Golgi Disturbing Agents. (A) Nocodazole addition causes the reversible 

depolymerization of microtubules, which in turn fragments the Golgi ribbon resulting in small-

dispersed Golgi stacks. (B) Brefeldin A addition blocks ER exit of proteins leading to the  
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(Figure 9 continued) 

accumulation of Golgi enzymes in the ER. Although the enzymes are retained in the ER, the 

peripheral (matrix) proteins remain in the Golgi. (C) Monensin and Bafilomycin addition have 

been shown to block protein export from endosomal compartments through inhibition of 

vacolular ATPases leading to an increase in lumenal pH of the Golgi apparatus. Golgi proteins 

that cycle through the endosomes can accumulate under monensin/bafilomycin addition. 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 10. Fluorescence excitation and emission diagram. When a fluorescent molecule is 

excited (1), it absorbs the energy prompting electrons to a higher energy state (2). A small amount 

of energy is lost due to heat (3) before the electron returns to its lowest energy state (4) while 

emitting a longer wavelength of light. 
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Figure 11. Fluorescent Microscopy Diagram. Light from the excitation source passes through a 

filter before being reflected off the dichroic mirror onto the sample. The sample emits light at a 

longer wavelength (as illustrated in Figure 10) that passes through the dichroic mirror before 

encountering the emission filter and eventually the detector. 

dichroic 
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Figure 12. Impact of Deconvolution on Visualized Signal.  GalNAcT2-GFP cell before (A,C) 

and after (B,D) deconvolution using Hugyens software. Deconvolution increases the brightness 

and contrast as evidenced by the XY-plane of a HeLa cell transfected to express GalNAcT2-GFP 

(A, B) from a spinning disk confocal image stack. These enhancements are most apparent when 

viewed along the axial direction (XZ-plane) using a rainbow look-up table to better illustrate the 

decrease in light spread after deconvolution analysis (compare arrows in C, D). 
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Figure 13. Confocal Microscopy. Confocal sectioning capabilities allow serial XY-slices to be 

acquired along the Z-axis of a sample providing the researcher with a 3-dimensional 

representation of the specimen. 
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CHAPTER 3– The Steady-State Distribution of Glycosyltransferases Between the Golgi 

Apparatus and the Endoplasmic Reticulum is Approximately 90:10. 

 

3.1  INTRODUCTION 

Two separate models for the transport of proteins through the Golgi apparatus have been 

proposed: the vesicular transport and cisternal maturation model.  The first asserts that the Golgi 

apparatus is an independent, stable organelle consisting of stacked, individual cisternae connected 

by anterograde vesicular cargo transport (Rothman, 1994; Rothman and Wieland, 1996).  The 

latter asserts that the Golgi apparatus is a dynamic, functional extension of the endoplasmic 

reticulum (ER) involving retrograde recycling (Glick and Malhotra, 1998; Pelham, 1998). 

Support for the cisternal maturation model comes from several avenues. Presence of an 

underlying recycling between the two organelles is supported by experiments involving the 

addition of the drugs brefeldin A and nocodazole, retrograde trafficking of toxins, fluorescence 

recovery after photobleaching studies (FRAP), and ER exit block experiments. Brefeldin A 

addition caused the Golgi to rapidly redistribute to the ER while nocodazole, acting at a slower 

rate, resulted in the dispersal of Golgi to peripheral ER sites (Cole et al., 1996; Doms et al., 1989; 

Lippincott-Schwartz et al., 1989; Yang and Storrie, 1998).  Microinjection of a dominant negative 

mutant of Sar1 (Sar1pdn), a small GTPase needed for COP II-mediated export from the ER, 

resulted in the accumulation of Golgi proteins in the ER (Storrie et al., 1998). Many bacterial 

toxins, such as Shiga and cholera toxin, use the retrograde machinery of the secretory pathway to 

enter the ER via the Golgi before being transferred to the cytosol (Sandvig and van Deurs, 2002). 

Finally, irreversible photobleaching (FRAP) of Golgi and ER pools of a Golgi resident protein 

were used to measure the recovery of the protein from the non-bleached pool (Zaal et al., 1999). 

These experiments suggest an underlying recycling pathway through the ER, which in turn should 

lead to a pool of some concentration of Golgi proteins in the ER at steady-state. 

 

What that steady-state concentration of Golgi proteins within the ER is is not universally agreed 

upon. A value of ~30% resident Golgi proteins within the ER, based on GFP-tagged Golgi 

resident protein studies, has been suggested (Cole et al., 1996; Zaal et al., 1999). Alternatively, 

cell fractionation studies support an ER presence but suggest a value of ~5-10% in the ER 

(Farmaki et al., 1999; Jesch and Linstedt, 1998; Jokitalo et al., 2001; Moore, 1974; Pelletier et al., 

2000). A large pool of Golgi enzyme protein in the ER should lead to Golgi glycosylation within 

the ER, for which there is no evidence (Kornfeld and Kornfeld, 1985). This also begs the question 

as to whether the Golgi can be considered a separate organelle, independent of the ER (Pelletier 
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et al., 2000). The question remains: what is the true distribution of resident Golgi apparatus 

enzymes in the Golgi and endoplasmic reticulum (ER) at steady-state? 

 

For our studies we focused on the Golgi glycosyltransferases β1,4-galactosyltransferase (GalT) 

and UDP-N-acetylglactosamine:polypeptide N-acetylgalactosaminyltransferase 2 (GalNAcT2). 

Both proteins are characteristic type II, transmembrane, resident Golgi enzymes involved in 

glycosylation, the major posttranslational modification of most extracellular and cell surface 

membrane proteins. GalT proteins are mostly found in the trans Golgi and trans Golgi network 

(TGN) (Nilsson et al., 1993) as compared to GalNAcT2, which is distributed throughout the 

Golgi (cis to trans) with some preference for the trans region (Röttger et al., 1998). For our 

studies, we used HeLa cells stably transfected to overexpress GalNAcT2 protein fused with either 

a green fluorescent protein tag (GalNAcT2-GFP) or epitope tagged with vesicular stromatitis 

virus (GalNAcT2-VSV). Previous studies (Röttger et al., 1998; Storrie et al., 1998) have 

demonstrated that these overexpressing tagged systems retain the normal GalNAcT2 distribution 

in the Golgi. 

 

Ideally there would be continuity between all available analysis methods and the true protein 

distribution could be easily determined. Unfortunately this is not the case. Although electron 

microscopy is the more quantitative approach, it is time consuming and can not be done with live 

cells. Fluorescent microscopy is a commonly available technique that can be used for live cell in 

situ experiments but has lower resolution capabilities. Our goals are to (1) develop a quantitative 

methodology for analyzing protein distribution using fluorescent microscopy, (2) determine the 

true steady-state concentrations in the Golgi apparatus and ER of two Golgi resident proteins, and 

(3) reconcile the discrepancy found within the literature regarding the steady-state distribution. 

To do this, we used a combination of qualitative and quantitative experiments to test for Golgi 

resident protein distribution. These studies included fluorescent microscopy (widefield and 

confocal) experiments, high resolution electron microscopy, and a mathematical approach 

involving a kinetic two-compartment transport model.  Our results indicate an approximate 

90:10% Golgi: ER protein distribution for both GalNAcT2 and GalT. These results were not 

affected by the presence of cyclohexamide, a protein synthesis inhibitor, providing further 

evidence for the existence of a continuous Golgi-ER recycling pathway. In addition, the results 

prove that accurate protein quantification is possible using fluorescent microscopy with the aid of 

image enhancement software and digital technology. 
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3. 2  MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

3.2.1  Cell Culture 

Wild-type (WT) HeLa cells were cultured in Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) 

supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS, Hyclone, Logan, UT).  HeLa cells stably 

expressing GalNAcT2-GFP and GalNAcT2-VSV (Storrie et al., 1998; Yang and Storrie, 1998) 

were cultured in the presence of 0.45 mg/ml of geneticin sulfate (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO).  

One or two days before studies were initiated, transfected cells were co-plated with WT cells in 

medium without geneticin and grown to ~70% confluence in 100 mm polystyrene culture dishes 

containing 11 mm glass cover slips for fixation.  For cycloheximide (CHX) treatments, cover 

slips from one 100 mm dish were transferred into two 35 mm dishes, one of which had 50 µg/ml 

of CHX, and both were incubated for 4 hours before being fixed and stained. 

 

3.2.2  Kinetic Modeling - Experimental Details 

Images collected in an earlier publication from the Storrie laboratory (Miles et al., 2001) were 

analyzed.  Briefly, for FRAP experiments, GalNAcT2-GFP relative fluorescence over the ER for 

three cells was recorded after 35% photobleaching of the ER with a Zeiss LSM 510 laser 

scanning microscope (Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany).  For ER exit block experiments, Sar1pdn 

protein was directly injected into the cytoplasm in the presence of 100 µg/ml CHX causing an 

acute block.  Visually identifiable Golgi areas were scored and averaged for 10 cells at each time 

point and the decrease in area was obtained as a rate from an exponential fit using Kaleidagraph 

3.5 software (Synergy Software, Reading, PA).  Note that exact knowledge of the total ER/Golgi 

fluorescence intensity or further image enhancement through deconvolution was not required for 

these rate measurements. 

   

3.2.3  Electron Microscopy 

Electron microscope images collected in an earlier publication from the Storrie laboratory (Storrie 

et al., 1998) were analyzed. Labeling densities of GalNAcT2 (identified by antibodies attached to 

10 nm gold particles) over Golgi cisternae, tubules, ER, nucleus, and mitochondria were tabulated 

(34,000 magnification, n=15). Note that at 34,000 magnification the area between the individual 

cisternae can be readily distinguished (Figure 2A). This is not the case at the lower 

magnifications (Figure 2C). The area of each organelle was determined using stereology with a 

1.7cm x 1.7cm grid (actual grid size: 0.20µm x 0.20µm) (Appendix 1). Two approximate Golgi 
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areas were calculated: (1) cisternal area only and (2) area that included the regions between 

cisternae (referred to as block Golgi). Using the number of intersections and the volume of each 

grid square (0.04 µm2) it is possible to determine the approximate area of each organelle (details 

provided in Appendix 1). The particle density (number/µm2) of each organelle was calculated by 

dividing the gold particle count (number) by the relative area (µm2). The protein density of the 

cisternae was calculated with and without the area between the cisternae included. 

 

The relative areas of the Golgi and ER were found by random sampling of EM images at 10,000 

and 16,000 magnification using stereology (Appendix 1). A 0.5 mm x 0.5 mm grid was used for 

all images (10,000 magnification, n=33; 16,000 magnification, n=61). Note that at the lower 

magnifications it is not possible to see the Golgi tubules or distinguish the area between cisternae 

as it was at the higher magnification. Therefore, the measured areas at the lower magnifications 

are of the cisternae and the area between (block Golgi). This makes it necessary to calculate the 

tubular area contribution using the tubule and block Golgi relative area ratio found at the higher 

magnification (See Appendix 2 for calculations). Using the relative area ratio of the block Golgi 

and cisterna, we were also able to correct for the cisternal area contribution thereby excluding the 

area in between cisternae. The relative protein distributions for the Golgi, ER, and tubules were 

determined by multiplying the protein densities determined at the higher magnification (34,000) 

with the relative areas measured at the lower magnifications. The combined contributions from 

the cisternae and tubules yield the overall Golgi relative protein distribution. 

 

3.2.4  Conventional Widefield Microscopy and Spinning Disk Confocal Microscopy 

For light microscopy experiments, cells cultured on cover slips were fixed with 3% formaldehyde 

in PBS and permeabilized with 0.1% saponin.  Fish skin gelatin was used as blocking reagent in 

all steps (Jiang and Storrie, 2005). WT or GalNAcT2-VSV expressing HeLa cells were stained 

with monoclonal antibodies against endogenous GalT (a gift from Dr. Tommy Nilsson, Cell 

Biology and Biophysics Programme, EMBL-Heidelberg) at 1:10 dilution or affinity-purified 

rabbit polyclonal antibodies directed against the VSV-G epitope (Jokitalo et al., 2001) at 1:1000 

dilution, and Cy3-conjugated donkey anti-rabbit or mouse IgG antibodies (Jackson 

ImmunoResearch Laboratories, West Grove, PA) at 1:1000 dilution were used as second 

antibodies. The cover slips were mounted in buffered solution of the water-soluble plastic, 

Mowiol. 
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Single-plane widefield images were taken using a Zeiss Axiovert 200M microscope with 63x 1.4 

NA objective, 1.6x optovar and a Roper CoolSNAP HQ CCD camera (RoperPhotometrics, 

Tucson, AZ).  The camera was operated at 1x1 binning.  Spinning disk confocal image stacks 

were obtained using a CARV accessory (Atto Bioscience, Rockville, MD) mounted to the 

sideport of the Zeiss Axiovert 200M microscope.  An 100x, 1.4 NA objective was used and 

images were captured to a Retiga EXi camera (QImaging, Burnaby, British Columbia, Canada).  

Illumination was with an X-Cite 120 light source (Hg-halide lamp, Exfo Life Sciences, 

Mississauga, Ontario, Canada).  Nyquist oversampling criteria was met at 100 nm pixel size for 

single-plane widefield images and a voxel size of 72 nm x 72 nm x 150 nm for spinning disk 

confocal image stacks.  Each image in the confocal stack was taken at 1.5 s exposure time and a 

camera gain of 400 for endogenous GalT and 1000 for GalNAcT2-VSV.  Fluorescence bleaching 

while capturing a typical stack consisting of 40 slices was < 3% based on capturing an equivalent 

stack a second time.  All images were acquired as 12-bit data utilizing most of the available 4096 

grayscales. Image capture software was IPLab 3.9 (Scanalytics, Fairfax, VA) for Mac OS X. 

 

3.2.5  Laser Scanning Confocal Microscopy 

GalNAcT2-VSV cells were co-plated with WT cells and fixed on glass cover slips and antibody 

stained as described for conventional microscopy.  Images were taken at the Keck Imaging 

Center, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Blacksburg, VA on a Zeiss LSM 510 

microscope using 543 nm laser excitation with pinhole diameters set at 1 Airy unit.  A 63x 1.4 

NA objective was used with a zoom factor of 4.5 to achieve a voxel size of 60 nm x 60 nm x 150 

nm.  Eight-bit single pass scanning with pixel dwell time of 2.56 µs was used to minimize 

photobleaching.  

 

3.2.6  Fluorescence Image Processing and Analysis 

Images were analyzed for intensity as raw and deconvolved data arrays. Raw spinning disk 

images were background corrected by subtracting a 16-frame average of a blank field image with 

an added offset value of 128 to avoid zero-intensity pixels. The raw images were then 

deconvolved with Huygens Essential 2.7 software (Scientific Volume Imaging, Hilversum, The 

Netherlands).  An iterated maximum likelihood estimation algorithm was used.  To avoid 

amplification of speckling, deconvolution iteration was limited to five for widefield GalNAcT2-

VSV images and ten for other widefield images or spinning disk confocal VSV images.  All other 

spinning disk or laser scanning confocal images were deconvolved for the number of iterations 

required to meet the pre-set Huygens software quality criterion. 
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Cell boundaries were outlined visually with a gamma value of 0.4 to show dimmer structures. 

The gamma function in the IPLab software is a contrast function that can help compensate for 

non-linearities in the image capture process. Or, as in our case, allow us to visualize the dimmer 

ER signal in the same image as the brighter Golgi signal. The total fluorescence intensity of the 

pixels within the boundary were then summed using IPLab software and corrected for the mean 

WT cell intensity or non-cell background in the case of endogenous GalT.  WT cells were, with 

the exception of the GalT experiments, intermixed in the image field with the GFP or VSV 

tagged cells.  A visual Golgi apparatus threshold was drawn with the IPLab software 

segmentation-drawing tool and determined as an intensity value by sliding the selection bar in the 

segmentation menu of IPLab to flood the outlined area.  A calculated Golgi apparatus threshold 

was determined using the mean ER intensity (average value in a region from the juxtanuclear 

Golgi apparatus) plus two times the standard deviation of the intensity for that pixel region.  

Pixels within the cell boundary were then tested for brightness over a (visual or calculated) 

threshold value and the clusters of these bright pixels larger than a cutoff area (1.0 µm2 for 

widefield images and 0.5 µm2 for slices of confocal sets) were considered as Golgi pixels. The 

total intensity of the Golgi pixels was summed and corrected for the mean ER value.  In short, the 

Golgi fraction was calculated by the following equation, 

 

! 

(Golgi fraction) =
(total intensity in Golgi) - (mean ER intensity)" (total Golgi area)

(total cell intensity) - (mean background)" (total cell area)
. 

 

 

For confocal image stacks, the mean and standard deviation of the ER varied little between 

different slices within a stack. The mean of the ER values over the entire stack was used to 

calculate the Golgi threshold in the equation above. Surface plots were done with ImageJ 

software (freeware, Research Resources, NIH, Bethesda, MD) and IPLab was used for all image 

measurements. 
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3.3  RESULTS 

 

3.3.1  Golgi to ER exchange kinetics indicate an ~90:10 Golgi to ER distribution 

The cisternal maturation model requires that glycosyltransferases “resident” in the Golgi 

apparatus actively recycle during each round of transport.  Much of this recycling must be within 

the Golgi cisternal stack.  However, a portion may well be recycled between the Golgi apparatus 

and ER as part of an ongoing need to balance membrane flows (Storrie et al., 2000).  Hence, a 

quantifiable fraction of fully processed Golgi enzymes should be normally found in the ER.  

Fluorescence microscopy data from Zaal et al. (Zaal et al., 1999) suggested that ~67% of GalT-

GFP was Golgi localized and the remaining 33% in the ER.  A high ER value was surprising 

given that Golgi-specific glycosyltransferases and glycosidases do not normally modify ER 

resident glycoproteins (for review, see Storrie, 2005).  We therefore looked at quantifying this 

distribution using direct kinetic rate measurements. 

 

Assuming the transport time between the Golgi and the ER is much shorter than the residence 

times within, we modeled the Golgi and the ER as two separate compartments connected by first-

order transport processes (Figure 1A). The change in ER enzymes as a function of time can be 

described by: 

 

)1( EkEk
dt

dE
GAER

!+!= ,        (1) 

 

where E is the relative concentration of proteins in the ER and kGA and kER are the rate constants 

for transport between the Golgi and the ER in the retrograde and anterograde directions, 

respectively.  Degradation and synthesis are neglected in our analysis due to experimental 

conditions investigated (i.e. CHX addition and relatively long life of the proteins within the scope 

of these experiments).  The general solution of the differential equation can be written as 

 

E(t) = Ess + C exp [ - (kGA + kER ) t ],       (2) 

 

where the integration constant C is determined from the initial condition.  The steady-state 

solution, Ess, is given by a ratio of the rate constants: 
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Ess = kGA / (kGA + kER ).                     (3) 

 

 

Using GalNAcT2-GFP transfected HeLa cells, Miles et al. collected fluorescent microscopy data 

in the presence of cycloheximide (CHX), with and without mSar1pdn protein as an ER exit block, 

that can now be used to determine the steady-state distribution (Miles et al., 2001). In the 

presence of mSar1pdn, a small GTPase involved in COPII mediated ER exit (Miles et al., 2001; 

Storrie et al., 1998), GalNAcT2-GFP loss from the Golgi and accumulation in the ER was 

recorded and quantified as previously described and briefly outlined in Material and Methods in 

this chapter.  For this analysis, kER was set equal to zero by definition (i.e. ER exit block 

prevented transport out of the ER to the Golgi) and the final steady-state was reached when all 

proteins relocate at the rate kGA into the ER (Ess = 1). A value of 0.57 ± 0.04 h-1 for kGA was 

reported.  In the absence of mSar1pdn, FRAP experiments were done following photo-bleaching 

of ~35% of ER fluorescence.  Equation 2 was then fit to the intensity recovery data from the 

time-lapse image set using Kaleidagraph and from three separate measurements we found kGA + 

kER to be 4.00 ± 0.42 h-1 (Figure 1B).  Substituting these measured values into equation 3 yields 

an ER pool value for GalNAcT2-GFP to be 14 ± 2% and, hence, a distribution of ~90:10 Golgi to 

ER.  Given these values as measured rate constants, one can say that GalNAcT2-GFP would exit 

the Golgi apparatus at a rate of 1.0% min-1 and exit the ER at a rate of 5.7% min-1.  The 

reciprocals of these values yields the mean residence times of 106 ± 8 min in the GA and 17.8 ± 

2.2 min in the ER for a total cycle time of 124 ± 8 min for GalNAcT2, in contrast with previously 

estimated total residence times of 84.6 ± 11.3 min for GalT (Zaal et al., 1999). The major 

difference in results between our lab and the Zaal lab was again due to the method used to 

measure the fluorescent intensities that were then used to fit the model parameters. The calculated 

rate constants were affected by the incorrectly measured ER and Golgi pool intensities that were 

used in the fit of the data versus time. 

 

3.3.2  Immunogold electron microscopy indicates ~90:10 distribution of GalNacT2-VSV between 

the Golgi Apparatus and ER 

Given the difference in distribution values between the kinetic model analysis of fluorescent 

microscopy data for GalNAcT2 and the previously reported direct fluorescent microscopy results 

for GalT (Zaal et al., 1999), we wanted to validate our fluorescent results for GalNAcT2 

distribution by electron microscopy (EM).  In contrast to light microscopy, the resolution of the 

electron microscope is high relative to the underlying structures.  Based on our kinetic modeling 
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results, we expected the level of ER labeling to be low for any given glycosyltransferase.  

Therefore, for the immunogold experiments, we chose to use stably transfected GalNAcT2-VSV.  

At five-fold overexpression, GalNAcT2-VSV has the same cellular distribution as that of an 

endogenous protein (Röttger et al., 1998) and has been found repeatedly to have the same cycling 

kinetics between the Golgi apparatus and ER as other Golgi enzymes (Girod et al., 1999; Miles et 

al., 2001; Storrie et al., 1998). 

 

Three sets of electron micrographs had been previously taken (Storrie et al., 1998), one at a 

magnification of 34,000 and two at lower magnifications (10,000 and 16,000). The higher 

magnification set was used to quantify immunogold labeling density and the lower images used to 

score overall Golgi and ER areas.  For immunogold labeling, cryosections were incubated 

sequentially with anti-VSV primary antibody attached to 10 nm immunogold particles to localize 

GalNAcT2 and with anti-protein disulfide isomerase (PDI) attached to 5 nm immunogold 

particles to identify ER.  GalNAcT2-positive regions that had been photographed at random were 

scored morphometrically (Storrie et al., 1998). For overall area stereology, cells that had been 

photographed at random at the lower magnifications of 10,000 or 16,000 were used to identify 

organelles by their characteristic morphology.  Consistent with previous results (Jokitalo et al., 

2001; Storrie et al., 1998), GalNAcT2 labeling was heavily concentrated over Golgi cisternae 

(arrowhead, Figure 2A) and associated tubules (arrows, Figure 2A) with occasional GalNAcT2 

labeling (arrowhead, Figure 2B) in association with the PDI-positive ER (arrow, Figure 2B).  As 

shown in Figure 2C, Golgi cisternal stacks (arrowheads) and ER (arrow) could be readily 

distinguished morphologically in the lower magnification micrographs.   

 

As expected the GalNAcT2 labeling density was much higher over Golgi cisternae and associated 

tubules than over the ER, mitochondria, or nucleus. We took the average of both mitochondrial 

and nuclear labeling as an indicator of non-specific reactivity. The level of non-specific labeling 

was ~30% of that observed over the ER.  The mitochondrial/nuclear labeling density was 

subtracted from all values to give a corrected Golgi apparatus and ER labeling density for 

GalNAcT2-VSV.  Labeling density over the Golgi apparatus was ~80 to a 100 fold higher than 

that over the ER.  In order to convert labeling density to the total distribution of GalNAcT2-VSV 

between Golgi apparatus and ER, we determined the relative area of ER and Golgi apparatus 

(cisternae plus tubules) in low magnification, random cell sections.  As summarized in Table 1, 

the Golgi apparatus area was ~12% of the ER.  In total, 90% of the GalNAcT2 labeling was 

associated with the Golgi apparatus and 10% with the ER (Table 1). 
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3.3.3  Widefield fluorescence microscopy yields ~90:10 Golgi to ER steady-state distribution for 

Golgi glycosyltransferases 

The EM and kinetic analysis distribution values indicated a ~90:10 distribution for GalNAcT2 

leading us to investigate whether a similar steady-state distribution of GalNAcT2 between the 

Golgi apparatus and ER would be obtained using fluorescence microscopy.  HeLa cells are fairly 

thin, ~6-7 µm thick, when imaged as fixed, plastic mounted samples.  As such, widefield images 

focused for bright Golgi apparatus sampling should contain intensity information from the full 

cell volume; the Golgi apparatus is located at approximately mid-cell height.  This was essentially 

the approach used by Zaal et al. (Zaal et al., 1999) in quantifying GalT-GFP distribution in single 

plane images collected with a laser scanning fluorescence microscope operated with the pinholes 

wide open.  For our studies, all widefield images were collected at a resolution sufficient for 

deconvolution analysis (high numerical aperature, 1.4 NA, objectives and ~2x oversampling to 

give images that met Nyquist sampling criteria). 

 

GalNAcT2-VSV, GalNAcT2-GFP, and GalT all distributed in a similar manner when imaged 

using wide-field fluorescence microscopy (Figure 3).  Antibody staining was used to reveal 

GalNAcT2-VSV and GalT distributions and the inherent fluorescence of the GFP moiety to 

reveal the distribution of GalNAcT2-GFP.  In images displayed with a normal grayscale range 

(100-3000 grayscale levels, 12 bit camera), all had a distinct juxtanuclear Golgi-like fluorescence 

distribution with little detectable fluorescence observed over the cytoplasm (Figure 3A,B,C).  

When the same images were displayed with a compressed grayscale range that accentuated the 

display of low intensity fluorescence (100-300 grayscale levels), three striking distributional 

features were now apparent (Figure 3, A’,B’,C’).  First, the bright, juxtanuclear Golgi apparatus 

area was now much larger.  This was an expected outcome for out-of-focus plane Golgi intensity 

(i.e., blur) and light spread by the objective, also known as point spread function.  Second, there 

was cytoplasmic fluorescence apparent for all three.  Third, particularly obvious for GalNAcT2-

GFP (Figure 3B’) and GalT (Figure 3C’), the fluorescence pattern gave a rim-like fluorescence 

staining about the nuclear envelope, typical of an ER distribution.  For GalNAcT2-VSV, this was 

less obvious.  This is not unusual for antibody staining as even antibodies against bona fide ER 

proteins such as p63 often give a somewhat granular staining pattern (see, e.g., Figure 1 in (Girod 

et al., 1999).  In double label experiments with Sec61p, an ER marker, near complete overlap 

between the cytoplasmic GalNAcT2-GFP fluorescence and Sec61p staining was observed 

(personal communication with Dr. S Rhee). We conclude from this that there is a low level of 
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both GalNAcT2 and GalT present in the ER.  At first glance, the intensity of GalNAcT2-VSV 

staining over the ER was slightly more intense than that of GalNAcT2-GFP or GalT (compare 

Figure 3A’,B’,C’).  The overall background brightness of the GalNAcT2-VSV labeling was 

slightly higher than that for GalNAcT2-GFP or GalT (summarized in Table 3).  

 

As a first approximation to determining the apportionment of GalNAcT2 and GalT between the 

Golgi apparatus and ER, wild type (WT) and tagged HeLa cells were imaged in the same field at 

a constant illumination intensity and exposure that did not saturate the CCD camera (Figure 4A).  

To draw organellar and cell boundaries, images were displayed non-linearly (technically, gamma 

= 0.4) and cell boundaries and the Golgi apparatus were outlined by eye (visual threshold, Figure 

4B).  Under these conditions, the boundaries of cytoplasmic fluorescence were apparent and little 

detail was lost due to image display saturation.  We then calculated the fraction of total 

fluorescence intensity from the Golgi apparatus compared to that of the whole cell to be ~63-64% 

for either GalNAcT2 (epitope or GFP tagged) or GalT (Table 2).  Values were the same whether 

or not the cells had been cultured for 4 h in the presence of cycloheximide to inhibit protein 

synthesis.  Note that all values were corrected for non-specific background fluorescence.  For 

tagged cells, the correction was based on the mean fluorescence level found in co-cultured and 

co-imaged wild type cells (WT, Figure 4A,B).  For endogenous GalT, the level of intensity found 

between cells was subtracted.  Quantitatively these results are essentially the same as those found 

by Zaal et al. (Zaal et al., 1999) for the visual quantification of a concatenated GalT-GFP-GFP-

GFP chimera using widefield microscopy (laser scanning microscope operated with wide open 

pinholes).  Wild type cytoplasmic intensity was about 40% of the total signal found over the ER 

region of GalNAcT2-VSV and 30% for GalNAcT2-GFP (Table 3).  As wide field microscopy is 

a high signal-to-noise ratio technique (>100, Table 3), the background corrected ER values are 

significant.  

 

As indicated in Figure 3 (A’,B’,C’), the actual spread of Golgi specific fluorescence in wide-field 

images was greater than that apparent to the eye.  This was readily apparent in a quantitative 

manner when the image was reformatted as a surface plot of fluorescence intensity versus XY 

coordinates (Figure 4C).  The Golgi signal surface plotted was a clustered set of intensity peaks 

much like a mountain range and the visual threshold marked by an arrowhead considerably 

underestimated the perimeter of the mountain range.  To include the whole Golgi signal within 

the boundary, we measured the average ER intensity within a region far from the Golgi 

(arrowhead, Figure 4D), calculated a standard deviation based on the individual pixel values in 
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this region, and used the average intensity value plus two standard deviations as a calculated 

threshold.  Negligible amounts of the ER in dispersed spots were above this calculated threshold 

as tested in HeLa cells stained for Sec61p, an ER marker (personal communication with Dr. S 

Rhee).  Moreover, the Sec61p distribution indicated that the ER distribution was uniform about 

the cytoplasm (personal communication with Dr. S Rhee).  Such scattered spots were excluded 

from a Golgi intensity calculation by setting a minimum area limit.  The Golgi intensity within 

the area defined by the calculated threshold was measured and corrected for maximal underlying 

ER contribution by subtracting with the average ER intensity value from each pixel.  This 

approach yielded a Golgi fraction of almost 90% for both the transfected/overexpressing 

GalNAcT2-VSV and GalNAcT2-GFP and the endogenous GalT (Table 2, raw, calculated).  

Addition of cycloheximide did not affect the results. 

 

We thus reasoned that the discrepancy between visual and calculated threshold was an outcome 

of the objective point spread function.  If so, it should be resolved by deconvolution, a 

mathematical method to reassign light to its source (Swedlow, 2003). After applying iterative 

maximum likelihood estimation deconvolution to the raw image, we observed that the gap 

between visual and calculated thresholds was greatly reduced and the two almost overlapped in 

the XY fluorescence image (Figure 4E).  The surface plot showed sharper peaks with reduced 

perimeter and near overlap of the two thresholds (Figure 4F).  Golgi fractions obtained from the 

deconvolved widefield images using a visual threshold were 85-89% for GalNAcT2 whether 

VSV or GFP tagged and endogenous GalT, plus and minus cycloheximide, and 87-91% using a 

calculated threshold (Table 2, deconvolved).  This confirmed our hypothesis that objective light 

spread was responsible for the difference in two different methods for raw images and more 

importantly indicates that the correct number for distribution of Golgi glycosyltransferases 

between the Golgi apparatus and ER was ~90:10.  As the same result is obtained in the presence 

of cycloheximide, we infer that this is a steady-state measurement of the Golgi:ER distribution.  

 

Technically, these results strongly indicate that visually identifying the Golgi apparatus from raw 

images underestimates the Golgi fraction of the glycosyltransferases at ~65% (present work and 

Zaal et al. 1999). The use of a calculated threshold and/or deconvolution produced a decidedly 

higher outcome, ~90%, which agreed with both the EM and kinetic modeling quantification.  

Based on our results, the best practice for widefield microscopy would be to determine a 

calculated threshold on a deconvolved image, as it applies an objective method to the corrected 

image (Table 2, bold).  Using a calculated threshold on raw images provided a good practical 
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approximation, as it gave only a slightly lower number than the best practice result and can be 

applied to undersampled images.  In support of the assumption of these experiments that single 

plane, widefield images focused on bright Golgi apparatus captured fluorescence intensity in a 

representative manner from the full depth of fixed HeLa cells (~6-7 µm), we found no 

statistically significant change in total fluorescence intensity following brefeldin A (BFA) 

treatment, a condition that disperses Golgi glycosyltransferases into the ER (personal 

communication with Dr. S Rhee). 

 

3.3.4  Best-practice confocal microscopy also yields an approximately ~90:10 distribution 

Having shown that the light spread has to be corrected for best practice scoring of Golgi 

apparatus and ER fluorescence in widefield images, we decided to test whether the light rejection 

properties of confocal microscopy reduced and/or eliminated this problem.  Moreover, with the 

optical sectioning properties of confocal microscopy, we can test directly the assumption that 

widefield fluorescence microscopy provides representative intensity information for the entire 

cell.  Therefore, we imaged HeLa cells as stacks of optical sections at spatial intervals that 

provide near optimal oversampling for three-dimensional (3D) deconvolution (~70 nm XY pixel 

spacing and 150 nm Z spacing).  

 

A. Laser scanning confocal microscopy 

Initial optical sectioning experiments were performed with a Zeiss LSM510 microscope set to 

give optimal stray light rejection, 1 Airy unit pinholes, and little to no photobleaching.  As 

expected (Murphy, 2001), these conditions resulted in a low signal-to-noise-ratio image (Figure 

5, Table 3).  As shown in Figure 5A,A’, bright Golgi apparatus staining was observed for 

GalNAcT2-VSV in raw, unprocessed images.  The average Golgi signal-to-noise ratio was 3 

(Table 3).  When the intensity display was remapped to show dim fluorescence, very slightly 

brighter fluorescence was observed over the cytoplasm of tagged than wild type cells (Figure 5C).  

This putative ER fluorescence was ~50% brighter than the wild type background (Table 3).  

Using either visual or calculated thresholds, the wild-type corrected, stack summated Golgi 

fraction was ~80%. (Table 4).  GalNAcT2-VSV distributions became slightly sharper and had 

more contrast after deconvolution (Figure 5B,B’,D).  However, as shown in Figure 5C,D, the 

visual and calculated thresholds were approximately the same before and after deconvolution and 

the stack summated Golgi fraction was again ~80% (Table 4).  As indicated by the low signal-to-

noise ratio, the information content embodied in these average values is limited and therefore 

further accumulation of cell data by laser scanning microscopy was not pursued. 
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B. Spinning disk confocal microscopy 

Having eliminated laser scanning microscopy optical sectioning due to low signal-to-noise ratio, 

we next investigated spinning disk confocal microscopy as a potentially much higher signal-to-

noise technique.  The pinhole size of the ATTO CARV unit at 1.22 Airy units approached that of 

the Zeiss LSM510 and other optical properties were similar.  We found that complete HeLa cell 

image stacks for GalNAcT2-VSV and GalT staining could be collected without bleaching.  As 

expected (Murphy, 2001), spinning disk confocal microscopy at values of 30-54 gave a 

considerably higher average Golgi signal-to-noise-ratio than laser scanning confocal microscopy 

(Table 3).  As shown in Figure 6, an individual optical section at approximately mid-Golgi 

apparatus for GalNAcT2-VSV appeared relatively blur-free compared to widefield microscopy 

(Figure 2A versus Figure 5A).  Similar results were seen for GalT (personal communication with 

Dr. S Rhee).   

 

When viewed with a non-linear grayscale range (technically, gamma = 0.4), cytoplasmic 

fluorescence due to ER staining for GalNAcT2-VSV was obvious compared to weak background 

fluorescence in adjacent wild type cells (Figure 6C) as illustrated in the accompanying surface 

plot (Figure 6E).  For GalNAcT2-VSV, the average ER fluorescence intensity was 2-fold that of 

background wild type fluorescence, a visually and statistically significant value (Table 3, Figure 

6).  Using raw, unprocessed image stacks and a visual threshold, the Golgi fraction for both 

GalNAcT2-VSV and GalT staining was ~65% (Table 5), very similar to that found for widefield 

microscopy in a single image plane.  When a calculated ER threshold was applied to the raw, 

unprocessed image stacks, the Golgi fraction for GalNAcT2-VSV and GalT was now ~85%, 

again similar to that found for widefield microscopy in a single image plane.  These values 

confirm the supposition that the single plane widefield images contain intensity information from 

the entire HeLa cell.  Moreover, comparison of the widefield images with the spinning disk 

confocal images (Figures 4,6) lead to the conclusion that reduced blur with confocal imaging 

does lead to the calculated threshold being closer to the visual threshold in XY images.  With 

deconvolution, as expected, the brightness and contrast of the juxtanuclear Golgi apparatus 

staining increased and Z dimension blur (Figure 5A’,B’), in particular, decreased.  As 

summarized in Table 5, the Golgi fraction for GalNAcT2-VSV and GalT was ~65% with visual 

thresholding and ~90% with calculated thresholding of deconvolved image stacks.  The 

deconvolved, calculated threshold values in Table 5 are bolded to indicate best practice values. 
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3.4  DISCUSSION 

Despite the general acceptance that many Golgi proteins cycle through the ER, the extent of 

Golgi protein residence within the ER and more importantly how such residency can be 

compatible with the functional properties of the two organelles remain highly controversial. In 

terms of quantification, the controversy is particularly acute for GFP chimeric proteins with Golgi 

glycosyltransferases (Axelsson and Warren, 2004; Jokitalo et al., 2001; Zaal et al., 1999).The 

fraction of Golgi glycosyltransferases residing in the ER at steady-state and the most reliable 

method for measuring this pool is also a subject of debate. Techniques used to quantify this ER 

pool, such as cell fractionation, electron microscopy, and fluorescence microscopy, have reported 

fractions ranging in value from ~30% to ~10% to < 1% (Jokitalo et al., 2001; Puri and Linstedt, 

2003; Zaal et al., 1999). Although cell fractionation is an established quantitative approach, it 

requires destruction of the cells and membranes within. Electron microscopy, in conjunction with 

gold labeled antibodies, offers a high resolution approach to analysis; but again, cannot be done 

with live cells. Fluorescent microscopy can be used with immunolabeled and live fluorescently 

tagged cells, but comes at the expense of much lower resolution and signal-to-noise issues. 

 

The goal of our research was to determine the real steady-state distribution and resolve the 

quantitative differences found between fluorescent microscopy, cell fractionation, and EM.  

With this work we have conclusively shown using three different methods, fluorescent 

microscopy, EM, and kinetic modeling, that a stable pool of Golgi protein exists in the ER and 

was measured to be ~10% for both overexpressed and endogenous glycosyltransferases.  This 

result conflicted with previous work by Zaal et al. which suggested that the distribution of the 

glycosyltransferase GalT was ~70:30 Golgi to ER. To verify that the difference was not protein 

specific, we showed that endogenous GalT in our hands also was found in a 90:10 distribution. 

Using similar experimental conditions as the Zaal group, however we were able to reproduce 

their result of 70:30 Golgi to ER distribution for the GalT protein. A large ER pool of Golgi 

proteins should indicate some enzymatic activity of these proteins in the ER, which has been 

shown not to be the case. Also, quantitative experiments such as EM, have shown the presence of 

a smaller ER pool that is more consistent with the observed activities of these proteins in the 

organelle.  The major discrepancy in results found between our laboratories was a consequence of 

our chosen methods of image analysis. Zaal et al. followed the established, previously accepted 

method of identifying the Golgi signal by using a visual threshold. Our approach, however, of 

treating the images as two-dimensional data arrays with each pixel representing a separate point 
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in the array, yields information that was not otherwise apparent from the visual analysis alone. 

This provided a solution to the problem of how to objectively draw a perimeter between the Golgi 

apparatus and ER in the light micrographs. Because of the sampling and detection limitations 

involved with fluorescent microscopy, point light spread is a legitimate concern. Although Zaal et 

al. reported the use of a laser scanning confocal microscope (LSM), the pinhole was set wide 

open thereby negating its purpose. LSM  is reported to have a low signal-to-noise ratio making it 

difficult to reliably distinguish the diffuse ER signal from non-specific background.  Because of 

the inability to quantitatively measure the portion of signal in the ER, laser-scanning microscopy 

analysis was not pursued. Our use of the spinning disk confocal microscope, a higher signal-to-

noise technique, did reduce the presence of light spread in most cases, but did not entirely 

eliminate the problem. Using deconvolution as an added restoration step resulted in sharper and 

more defined Golgi signal. 

 

Reviews of the literature call into question the reliability of the term ‘quantitative’.  The actual 

methods of analysis used by most attempt to be as objective as possible, but usually fall short 

when user defined thresholding and boundary definitions are introduced.  This is most apparent 

for experimental systems involving fluorescent microscopy. While fluorescent probes provide 

methods to qualitatively study proteins in a variety of systems, the correct way to quantitatively 

analyze the results is a debatable issue. Most researchers end up using visual thresholds whether it 

be for spatially differentiating between regions of a cell (Belichenko et al., 1996; Peet et al., 

2004) or determining protein concentrations in these regions (Chen et al., 1994). By using 

visually identified boundaries separating the ER and Golgi, Zaal et al. inadvertently 

underrepresented the actual amount of protein present in the Golgi. These issues are generally 

related to the limited resolution of light microscopy, a factor not associated with EM. Another 

commonly overlooked factor when doing quantitative research is correct image acquisition 

techniques. Proper image sampling is critical for quantitative analysis. It is important to properly 

oversample (per Nyquist theorem), avoid photobleaching, and to operate within the limits of the 

detector (overexposure). Deconvolution requires that these conditions be met before processing. 

The general scientific community is slowly becoming aware of the details involved with proper 

quantitative analysis as evidenced by the increase in literature citing the use of image 

enhancement software. These imaging techniques, if applied correctly, can be used in a variety of 

areas. For example, deconvolution technology has been used to study the dynamics of DNA 

chromatin (Aten et al., 2004), the kinetics of surface glycoproteins during endocytosis (Engstler 

et al., 2004), and to visualize polarized cell membrane lipids (Wustner, 2005), to name a few. 
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Finally, as fluorescent technology continues to develop, more quantitative methods of analysis 

will also emerge.  

 

In conclusion, the results presented here dispel the myth that fluorescent microscopy is incapable 

of obtaining similar results as higher resolution techniques. With proper image oversampling and 

a quantitative approach to analysis, including deconvolution and computer calculated boundaries, 

it is possible to extract real data using both conventional and confocal fluorescent microscopy 

systems. In addition, these low ER residency values of Golgi glycosyltransferases are consistent 

with the functional distinctions between the two organelles. Finally, the research and theories 

presented here provide a multi-approach analysis for the quantification of a small ER pool of 

Golgi proteins, while at the same time supporting the existence of a cycling equilibrium between 

the Golgi apparatus and ER at steady-state. 
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Table 1. GalNAcT2-VSV relative protein distribution by immunogold labeling 

 Golgi Cisternae Golgi 
Tubules ER 

Particle Density (number/µm2) 227 166 2.86 

Relative Area Average (n=2) 5.57 + 0.4 7.09 + 0.5 100 

Relative Protein Average (n=2) 90 + 1.5 10 + 1.5 
 
GalNacT2-VSV gold particle labeling density over Golgi cisternae, associated Golgi tubules, and 
ER was determined as described in Materials and Methods.  Values were corrected for 
background, non-specific labeling by subtraction using the average of the labeling density over 
mitochondria (2.0 particles per µm2) and nucleus (1.1 particles per µm2).  Similarly, stereology 
was used to determine the relative area of the Golgi cisternae, Golgi tubules and ER. n=2 for the 
number of determinations.  + values indicate range of the data. 
 
Number of Gold particles counted: Golgi cisternae, 1339; Golgi tubules, 1248; ER, 24; 
mitochondria, 8; nucleus, 26.  
 
 
Table 2. Percentage of glycosyltransferases found in the Golgi apparatus measured from single-

plane widefield images. 
GalNAcT2-VSV GalNAcT2-GFP Endogenous GalT Image Threshold -CHX +CHX -CHX +CHX -CHX +CHX 

Visual 61+5 62+5 64+5 64+5 65+7 66+4 Raw Calc. 85+5 84+6 90+3 88+4 87+4 89+3 
Visual 85+6 84+8 89+4 87+5 88+4 89+3 Decon. Calc. 88+7 87+8 91+4 91+4 91+3 91+3 

 
HeLa cells expressing GalNAcT2-GFP or GalNAcT2-VSV and wild-type cells were cultured 
+cyclohexamide (CHX, 50 µg/ml, 4 hours), fixed and stained (VSV and endogenous GalT), and 
imaged for fluorescence at Nyquist criterion (100 nm/pixel) as single-plane widefield images as 
described in the Materials and Methods. At least 30 cells were analyzed for each group using raw 
and deconvolved (Decon.) images with visual and calculated (Calc.) thresholds as described in 
Material and Methods. Percentage of fluorescence found in the Golgi fraction is given in the table 
(mean+SEM). Results from best possible practice of using calculated threshold on deconvolved 
images are shown in bold.  
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Table 3. Comparison of grayscale fluorescence intensity parameters by three fluorescence 
microscopy methods. 

Method Marker Wild Type 
 

ER 
 

Golgi (vis) 
 

signal-to-noise 

(Golgi) 
N 

T2-VSV 20.7+7.8 48.4+21  1392+383 190+50 30 
T2-GFP  4.1+2.0 13.7+5.9  732+508 110+70 30 Widefield 

GalT 0 15.3+6.7  1260+391 200+60 30 
Laser 

scanning T2-VSV 0.83+0.50 1.30+0.29     31.6+6.6     3.0+0.6 10 

T2-VSV 13.2+4.3 25.8+8.6 701+90 30+6 25 Spinning 
disk GalT 0 4.0+1.1 409+68 54+9 30 

 
Average grayscale pixel intensities of the wild-type (WT) and ER signal as well as average net 
intensity of visually identified Golgi apparatus are corrected as shown in the equations below.  
The non-cell background was ~100 (12-bit camera, 4095 maximum grayscale value) for 
widefield and spinning disk images and was ~2 (8-bit photomultiplier scaling, 255 maximum 
grayscale) for laser scanning images.  Each of these values corresponds to what can be considered 
as the dark current sensor set point. For widefield and spinning disk images, the signal-to-noise 
ratio for average Golgi intensity was calculated by dividing the signal with the background noise 
in units of photoelectrons. The conversion factor of electrons/(analog-to-digital unit) was 
obtained from the mean and variance of two flat field images.  For laser scanning images, signal-
to-noise ratio was calculated from the square root of signal divided by average single-photon hit 
in the background. All numbers are calculated for N individual cells and shown as mean + SEM.  
 
Equations: 
Wild-type (WT) = average grayscale value – intercellular background (BG) 
ER = average grayscale value – BG 
Golgi = average grayscale value over visually outlined Golgi apparatus – (ER + BG) 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 4. Percentage of glycosyltransferases found in the Golgi measured from laser scanning 
image stacks. 

Image Threshold GalNAcT2-VSV 
Visual 77+9 Raw Calculated 81+11 
Visual 78+8 Deconvolved Calculated 81+11 

 
HeLa cells expressing GalNAcT2-VSV were fixed and stained for VSV. Cells (n=10) were 
imaged and analyzed as confocal stacks as described in Materials and Methods. Results are the 
percentage of fluorescence intensity found in the Golgi fraction (mean + SEM).  
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Table 5. Percentage of glycosyltransferases found in the Golgi measured from spinning disk 

image stacks. 
Image Threshold GalNAcT2-VSV Endogenous GalT 

Visual 64+6 65+7 Raw Calculated 83+4 89+5 
Visual 81+5 87+5 Deconvolved Calculated 88+6 91+4 

 
HeLa cells expressing GalNAcT2-VSV and wild-type HeLa were fixed and stained for VSV and 
endogenous GalT. Cells (n = 25, 30) were imaged and analyzed as confocal stacks as described in 
Materials and Methods. Results are the percentage of fluorescence intensity found in the Golgi 
fraction (mean + SEM). Best practice results are highlighted in bold. 
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Figure 1.  Two compartment model for Golgi glycosyltransferase cycling.  A) Schematic 

diagram of the two compartment kinetic model.  The ER and the Golgi apparatus are considered 

as two separate compartments connected by first-order transport processes.  The rate constants 

kER and kGA are the ER-to-Golgi (anterograde) and Golgi-to-ER (retrograde) transport rates, 

respectively. Golgi-to-ER transport rate kGA=0.57 + 0.04 h-1 was measured from an ER exit block 

experiment using mutant Sar1pdn proteins by Miles et al. (Miles et al., 2001). B) Measured 

fluorescence recovery after 35% photobleaching of the ER in HeLa cells expressing GalNAcT2-

GFP.  Relative ER fluorescence was averaged over three separate HeLa cells.  Data are redrawn 

from Miles et al. (2001).  The solid curve reflects the fit of the data points to the exponential 

equation shown.  The fitted parameter m2 in the table inset represents the sum of rate constants 

kER+kGA. Both rate measurements were done in the presence of protein synthesis inhibitor 

cycloheximide. 
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Figure 2. Electron micrographs of GalNAcT2-VSV HeLa cells with immunogold labeling 

(A,B) and without (C).  A) Electron micrograph acquired at 34,000 magnification showing Golgi 

cisternae (arrowhead) and Golgi tubules (arrow) where 10 nm gold particles indicate VSV 

labeling as described in the Materials and Methods. B) 34,000 magnification acquired image 

depicting ER immunolabeled for GalNAcT2 with 10 nm gold particles (arrowheads) and 5 nm 

gold particles labeling PDI (protein disulfide isomerase), an ER marker (arrow). C) An example 

of a randomly selected image acquired at 16,000 magnification and illustrating Golgi stacks 

(arrowheads) and ER ribbon (arrow). Note that the Golgi tubules are not readily apparent and 

spacing between cisternae is difficult to reliably distinguish at this magnification. 
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Figure 3. Golgi enzymes are found in the ER at lower concentrations by widefield light 

microscopy.  HeLa cells stably expressing GalNAcT2-VSV (A, A’) stained for VSV, expressing 

fluorescent GalNAcT2-GFP (B, B’) fixed and mounted, and wild-type cells stained for 

endogenous GalT (C, C’) are shown as single-plane widefield images. Identical images are shown 

at normal (A-C, linear mapping of 100-3000 grayscale levels out of 0-4095) and high (A’-C’, 

100-300 grayscale levels out of 0-4095) brightness. Note that the nuclear envelope (arrowheads) 

typical of the ER distribution only becomes visible under high brightness (A’-C’). Bar, 10 µm. 
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Figure 4. Single-plane widefield images were analyzed before and after deconvolution using 

visual and calculated thresholds.  A) Shown is a fluorescence image of HeLa cells stably 

expressing GalNAcT2-VSV stained for VSV, as well as a wild-type HeLa cell (WT). A non-

linear intensity display (gamma = 0.4) was used to bring out dimmer structures. Bar, 10 µm. B) 

Cell outlines are shown as well as the Golgi apparatus as identified visually (visual threshold, 

arrowhead). C) Shown is the surface plot of the fluorescence intensity. The visual threshold 

(arrowhead) underestimates the Golgi intensity peak and the calculated threshold (arrow) is 

needed to account for the total intensity of the peak. D) The average ER intensity plus two  
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(Figure 4 continued) 

standard deviations in the region (arrowhead) far from the Golgi was used for the calculated 

threshold (arrow). E, F) Shown are the image and its surface plot after 5 iterations of 

deconvolution. The Golgi apparatus as determined from the visual (arrowhead) and calculated 

(arrow) thresholds of intensity is outlined or marked. Note the overlap between visual and 

calculated thresholds. All fluorescence images are shown with gamma = 0.4 while surface plots 

are drawn with actual pixel values (gamma = 1.0). 

 

 

 
Figure 5. Laser scanning confocal images.  A-B’) Shown are slices in XY-plane (A, B) and 

XZ-plane (A’, B’) from image stacks of one HeLa cell expressing GalNAcT2-VSV and stained 

for VSV, imaged with a laser scanning confocal microscope (63x, 1.4 NA oil immersion 

objective, voxel volume: 60 nm x 60nm x 150nm). Identical cells are shown before (A, A’) and 

after (B, B’) deconvolution. The arrowheads in (A, B) correspond to the Y-position of the slices 

in (A’, B’). To illustrate light spread better, the grayscale mapping was changed to 0-85 in (A’, 

B’) from 0-255 in (A, B). Bars, 5 µm. C, D) Shown are identical slices from (A, B) with cell 

outlines and visual (arrowheads) and calculated (arrows) thresholds at gamma = 0.4. Note the 

overlap between the two thresholds in both images (C, D). Typically 40 XY-slices constituting a 

complete stack (~6 µm in cell thickness) were analyzed. 
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Figure 6. Spinning disk confocal images.  A-B’) Shown are representative slices in XY-plane 

(A,B) and XZ-plane (A’,B’) from image stacks of one HeLa cell expressing GalNAcT2-VSV and 

a neighboring wild-type HeLa fixed and stained for VSV, imaged with a Nipkow confocal 

microscope (100x, 1.4NA oil immersion objective, voxel volume: 72 nm x 72nm x 150nm). 

Identical cells are shown before (A, A’) and after (B, B’) deconvolution (10 iterations). The 

arrowheads in (A, B) correspond to the Y-position of the slices in (A’, B’). Higher brightness 

(grayscale mapping of 100-1200 from 0-4095) was used in (A’, B’) to show light spread in the Z-

direction. Bars, 5 µm. C, D) Shown are identical slices from (A, B) with cell outlines and visual 

(arrowheads) and calculated (arrows) thresholds at gamma = 0.4. Typically 40 XY-slices 

constituting a complete stack (~6 µm in cell thickness) were analyzed. 
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CHAPTER 4 – Quantification of GPP130 Trafficking through Endosomes 

 

4.1  INTRODUCTION 
The existence of retrograde transport along the biosynthetic and secretory pathways was first 

demonstrated in studies involving the retrieval of endoplasmic reticulum (ER) luminal proteins 

containing the KDEL sequence from post-ER compartments (Pelham et al. 1988). Similarly, 

Golgi proteins have also been shown to be involved in retrograde trafficking, both within the 

Golgi itself and cycling between the plasma membrane (PM) and the ER (Cole et al., 1996; 

Pelham, 2001; Storrie et al., 1998). In particular, several retrograde pathways between the 

endocytic route and trans Golgi network have been identified including late endosome to trans 

Golgi network (TGN) transport of mannose 6-phosphate receptors (Green and Kelly, 1992; Jin et 

al., 1989) and furin (Mallet and Maxfield, 1999). The more recently discovered pathway between 

the early endosomes and TGN suggests an alternative specialized route where proteins bypass the 

degradative environment of late endosomes (Mallard et al., 1998). The discovery of this pathway 

is especially important in the study of viral infection, and in particular toxins that utilize the cells 

retrograde transport machinery to travel from the PM to ER before infecting the cytosol (Mallard 

et al., 1998). Trans Golgi network protein of 46 kDa (TGN46) and the rat homolog TGN38 

(TGN38) (Mallet and Maxfield, 1999), a TGN resident Golgi protein, have also been shown to 

utilize this pathway when cycling to and from the PM (Girotti and Banting, 1996). Characterized 

proteins that travel in this late endosomal bypass pathway have been either trans Golgi residents 

or receptor/ligands involved in the endocytic pathway. For this reason, the discovery of a cis 

Golgi localized protein that cycled between its steady-state distribution in the Golgi and early 

endosomes came as a surprise (Linstedt et al., 1997). 

 

Golgi phosphoprotein of 130 kDa (GPP130) was first characterized in the Hauri laboratory as a 

type II transmembrane protein of unknown origin residing in the cis Golgi (Linstedt et al., 1997). 

It has a predicted molecular weight of ~82 kDa and is rich in acidic residues. This high 

concentration of acidic residues may explain the retarded mobility seen during SDS-PAGE 

migration, prompting researchers to assign a molecular weight of 130 kDa. Like most previously 

characterized Golgi integral membrane proteins, it has a short cytoplasmic domain (12 residue), a 

membrane-spanning domain (20 amino acid), and a large lumenal domain (665 residue) (Linstedt 

et al., 1997). Unlike most Golgi resident transmembrane proteins, it has been shown to cycle to 

endosomes via the PM in response to an increase in the lumenal pH of the Golgi by drugs such as 

monensin and bafilomycin (Linstedt et al., 1997; Puri et al., 2002). Upon drug washout and 
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restoration of pH, GPP130 has been localized back to the cis region of the Golgi. This pH 

sensitive cycling suggests the presence of selective Golgi and endosome targeting domains. 

GPP130 also appears to play a critical role as a mediator of endosome to Golgi trafficking of 

other proteins that utilize this pathway (Natarajan and Linstedt, 2004). GPP130 contains three 

mapped targeting domains in the coiled-coil segment of its lumen domain, adjacent to the 

membrane (Bachert et al., 2001). A single pH sensitive domain responsible for endosomal 

targeting is surrounded by two determinants mediating endosome to Golgi retrieval. Biotinylation 

of GPP130 at the cell surface was demonstrated in both monensin treated and untreated cells 

indicating some residence time at the surface (Puri et al., 2002). Additionally, uptake of 

exogenously added anti-GPP130 antibody confirmed the existence of GPP130 cycling to the 

plasma membrane (PM), while simultaneous uptake of anti-GPP130 and anti-TGN38 antibodies 

in the presence of monensin demonstrated their coincidence in the late endosome bypass pathway 

following endocytosis (Puri et al., 2002). Colocalization of GPP130 and internalized fluorescent 

dextran further validated the presence of GPP130 in endosomal structures (Linstedt et al., 1997; 

Puri et al., 2002). The identity of these endosomes was investigated using colocalization analysis 

of GPP130 with known early/recycling endosome (FITC-transferrin and transferrin receptor, 

EEA1), late endosome (mannose-6-phosphate receptor), and late endosome/lysosomes (LAMP2) 

(Linstedt et al., 1997; Puri et al., 2002). Although no coincidence was found, there was a high 

level of colocalization between GPP130 and TGN46 proteins during monensin induced 

redistribution, suggesting again the novelty of this newly discovered late endosome bypass 

pathway (Puri et al., 2002). 

 

GPP130 has been shown to redistribute during both brefeldin A (Linstedt et al., 1997) and 

nocodazole treatments (Linstedt et al., 1997; Puri et al., 2002) in a manner similar to other Golgi 

integral membrane proteins, such as giantin and galactosyltransferase (GalT). Interestingly, in the 

presence of both nocodazole and monensin, GPP130 redistributes to the endosomes suggesting 

this cycling pathway to be dominant. Upon monensin washout, GPP130 resumes its dispersed 

nocodazole-induced distribution as evidenced by coincidence with giantin. Unlike the late 

endosome to Golgi trafficking pathway, these studies suggest the microtubule independent nature 

of this late endosomal bypass cycling pathway (Puri et al., 2002). 

 

In this chapter we characterized the kinetics of GPP130 cycling along this late endosomal bypass 

pathway. Using monensin induced redistribution and subsequent washout, we quantified the 

transport of GPP130 between the endosomes and the Golgi apparatus. Collected data was 
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analyzed using a two-compartment kinetic model to fit simple transport rates. Inconsistencies 

between the monensin addition and washout calculated rate constants for the transport of GPP130 

between the Golgi and endosomes were observed. An approximate 20 fold increase in the rate of 

transport to the endosomes was seen, suggesting monensin treatment may facilitate transport of 

GPP130 to the endosomes from the Golgi apparatus. Retrograde transport of Shiga toxin B-

fragment was also characterized to validate our washout endosomal transport rate for GPP130. 

Finally, the spatial distribution of GPP130 retrograde trafficking from endosomes to Golgi was 

investigated with respect to cis and trans Golgi proteins as a first step in defining the return 

pathway. This work provides multiple approaches for studying the cycling of proteins in the late 

endosomal bypass pathway and contributes to the growing understanding of overall protein 

trafficking in the secretory pathway. 
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4.2  MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 
4.2.1  Cell Culture 

Wild-type (WT) HeLa cells were cultured in Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) 

supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS, Hyclone, Logan, UT).  HeLa cells stably 

expressing GalNAcT2-GFP (Storrie et al., 1998) were cultured in the presence of 0.45 mg/ml of 

geneticin sulfate (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO).  One or two days before studies were initiated, 

transfected cells were plated and grown to ~70% confluence in 100 mm polystyrene culture 

dishes containing 11 mm glass cover slips for fixation.  All experiments were done in the 

presence of cycloheximide (CHX, Sigma St. Louis, MO) to inhibit protein synthesis. Cells were 

incubated with 100 µg/mL CHX for 30 minutes before beginning each experiment. 

 

4.2.2  Antibodies and Reagents 

Cells cultured on cover slips were either fixed with 3% formaldehyde and permeabilized with 

0.1% saponin or fixed and permeabilized in cold methanol (-20°C)  for 4 minutes.  Fish skin 

gelatin was used as blocking reagent in all steps (Jiang and Storrie, 2005).  WT or GalNAcT2-

GFP expressing HeLa cells were stained with monoclonal antibodies against endogenous GPP130 

(a gift from Dr. Adam Linstedt, Carnegie Mellon University) at 1:200 dilution and against 

endogenous p115 (Waters et al., 1992) at 1:100 dilution. Polyclonal antibodies against 

endogenous rab6 protein (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA) at 1:100 dilution, 

endogenous EEA1 (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Sata Cruz, CA) at 1:100 dilution, and endogenous 

GM130 (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA) at 1:200 dilution were also used. Cy3-conjugated 

donkey anti-rabbit or mouse IgG antibodies (Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories, West 

Grove, PA) at 1:1000 dilutions, Cy2-conjugated donkey anti-mouse IgG antibodies at 1:100 

dilution, and Cy5-conjugated donkey anti-mouse IgG antibodies at 1:100 dilution were used as 

secondary antibodies. Cy3-conjugated Shiga toxin B-fragment (Tarrago-Trani and Storrie, 2004) 

was also used. The cover slips were mounted in buffered solution of the water-soluble plastic, 

Mowiol (Sigma, St, Louis, MO). 

 

4.2.3  Widefield and Spinning Disk Confocal Microscopy 

Single-plane widefield images were taken using a Zeiss Axiovert 200M microscope with 100x 

1.4 NA objective and a Roper CoolSNAP HQ CCD camera (RoperPhotometrics, Tucson, AZ).  

The camera was operated at 1x1 binning.  Spinning disk confocal image stacks were obtained 

using a CARV accessory (Atto Bioscience, Rockville, MD) mounted to the sideport of the Zeiss 
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Axiovert 200M microscope.  A 100x 1.4 NA objective was used and images were captured to a 

Retiga EXi camera (QImaging, Burnaby, British Columbia, Canada).  Illumination was with an 

X-Cite 120 light source (Hg-halide lamp, Exfo Life Sciences, Mississauga, Ontario, Canada).  

Nyquist oversampling criteria was met at 100 nm pixel size for single-plane widefield images and 

a voxel size of 72 nm x 72 nm x 150 nm for spinning disk confocal image stacks.  The widefield 

images were taken at 0.150 s exposure time and a camera gain of 1 for Cy3-conjugated Shiga 

toxin. Exposure times for the endogenous GPP130, GalNAcT2-GFP, and Cy3-conjugated Shiga-

toxin B fragment using the spinning disk confocal microscope were optimized per individual 

experiment to maximize the signal while minimizing photobleaching of the sample. All images 

were acquired as 12-bit data utilizing the maximum range possible of the available 4096 

grayscales. Image capture software used was IPLab 3.9 (Scanalytics, Fairfax, VA) for Mac OS X. 

 

4.2.4  Laser Scanning Confocal Microscopy 

GalNAcT2-GFP cells were plated and fixed on glass cover slips and antibody stained for 

endogenous rab6, p115, and GPP130 as described above.  Single plane images were taken on a 

Zeiss LSM 510 microscope using a 488 nm laser (5%) excitation with pinhole diameter set at 1 

Airy unit (124 µm), a 561 nm laser (10%) excitation with pinhole diameter 1 Airy unit (122 µm), 

and 633nm laser (18%) excitation with pinhole diameter 1.12 Airy unit (122 µm).  A 63x 1.4 NA 

objective was used with a zoom factor of 3 to achieve a voxel size of 100 nm x 100 nm.  Twelve-

bit single pass scanning with a pixel dwell time of 2.69 µs and averaging of 4 was used to 

minimize photobleaching while maximizing signal intensity. 

 

4.2.5  Monensin Induced GPP130 Redistribution and Washout 

GalNAcT2-GFP cells plated on glass coverslips were treated with CHX for 30 minutes prior to 

addition of 10 µM monensin (Calbiochem-Behring Corporation, La Jolla, CA). Coverslips were 

fixed in methanol for 4 minutes at -20°C and stained for endogenous GPP130 at 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 

30, 45, and 60 minutes after monensin addition.  For the washout experiments, cells on glass 

coverslips were pre-treated with CHX for 30 minutes followed by monensin treatment for 1 hour. 

Coverslips were dipped in pre-warmed media 4x and transferred to complete media containing 

CHX (no monensin). The coverslips were fixed and stained for GPP130 at 0, 20, 40, 60, 90, and 

120 minutes following monensin washout. Spinning disk confocal image stacks were acquired, as 

described above, for GPP130 and GalNAcT2-GFP simultaneously using the IPLab software 

Multi-D option. 
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4.2.6  Shiga toxin B-fragment Internalization 

GalNAcT2-GFP cells plated on glass coverslips were treated with monensin for 1 hour before 

being transferred to individual wells of a 24-well plate containing ice cold CO2-independent 

DMEM (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) supplemented with 10% FBS and 10 mM monensin. 70 

µg/mL of Cy3-conjugated Shiga toxin B-fragment was added to each well and the coverslips 

were incubated on ice for 30 minutes to allow binding of toxin to the surface. The cells were 

washed with ice-cold CO2-independent media before adding warm (19.5°C) CO2-independent 

media with monensin to each well. The plate was placed in a 19.5°C water bath for 1 hour to 

allow Shiga toxin to accumulate in the endosomes. The coverslips were dipped 4x in DMEM 

supplemented media and fixed with formaldehyde following 0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 45, and 60 minutes 

monensin and Shiga toxin washout. Also, cells treated with Shiga toxin in the absence of 

monensin were fixed at 0, 20, 40, and 60 minutes following washout. All steps were carried out in 

the presence of CHX. Spinning disk confocal image stacks were acquired for Cy3-conjugated 

Shiga toxin and GalNAcT2-GFP simultaneously using the IPLab software Multi-D option. 

Widefield microscope images of Cy3-conjugated Shiga toxin were taken for cells with and 

without monensin treatment. 

 

4.2.7  Quantitative Analysis of GPP130 

Following collection of confocal image stacks and deconvolution using Huygens Essential 2.7 

software (Scientific Volume Imaging, Hilversum, The Netherlands), we analyzed the data to 

determine the fraction of GPP130 within the Golgi apparatus and endosomes. Colocalization 

analysis excluded any low intensity cytoplasm-ER signal and regions of low intensity light 

spread. The total intensity of GPP130 in the cytoplasm-ER, Golgi, and endosomes was 

calculated.  With these intensities, the fractions of GPP130 in the endosomes and Golgi for the 

entire cell were calculated. This was accomplished as outlined in the procedure below. 

 

For our analysis an endosome was defined using size criteria and as having GPP130 present but 

excluding GalNAcT2-GFP protein. In order to determine what was Golgi and what was 

endosomes, we used colocalization analysis with GalNAcT2-GFP as the Golgi marker. The 

instrument resolution in the z-dimension is ~ 500nm. However, per Nyquist sampling, the 

confocal image stacks used in this analysis were collected every 150 nm resulting in significant 

overlap between slices. This appears in the individual slices as light spread from adjacent planes. 

Although confocal pinhole and deconvolution technology eliminate the majority of this 

unfocused light from adjacent planes, there is still a small portion present that interferes with our 
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colocalization analysis (Figure 1). Signal from above or below the plane being analyzed (Figure 1 

arrows) will produce false positives during the colocalization analysis and the true distribution of 

GPP130 in the endosomes will be misrepresented. For these reasons, it was necessary to use a 

stringent threshold during the colocalization analysis, one that would neglect the majority of the 

out-of-focus light, but include the signal for that plane. 

 

To begin, the average background intensity for the cytoplasmic and non-cell regions were 

measured (Bcyt and Bnon-cell, respectively). Background non-cell region is defined as an area 

outside of the cell, while the background cytoplasm was measured for a region not including 

Golgi or endosome signal (Figure 2). Using the average intensity/area background cytoplasmic 

values (Bcyt) for both the GalNAcT2-GFP and GPP130 channels, thresholds were calculated that 

would be used for the colocalization analysis. These thresholds correspond to ~3 times the 

cytoplasmic values (Bcyt) and were chosen so as to neglect the light spread mentioned above. 

Using the FCV-Colocalization function in IPlab, the degree of overlap between the GPP130 

protein and GalNAcT2-GFP protein was determined. The colocalization algorithms in the IPLab 

software allows the user to set an intensity threshold for each channel individually and then 

identifies the location of each pixel where both channels exceed their defined thresholds 

simultaneously. The final result was a xy-pixel mask for each slice in the stack (Figure 3B) that 

was used to distinguish the regions in the original GPP130 image stack that are Golgi 

(colocalized with GalNAcT2-GFP) and endosomes (not colocalized with GalNAcT2-GFP). Using 

the mask as an overlay (Figure 3C), we summed the pixel intensities and areas of the GPP130 

protein that colocalized with GalNAcT2-GFP (GPP130cl int and GPP130cl area). We also measured 

the intensity and area of GPP130 for all the pixels above the colocalization threshold (GPP130total 

int and GPP130total area). Using these measured values, background corrected intensities were 

calculated for the Golgi and endosome portions of GPP130 above the colocalization threshold 

(GPP130cl and GPP130total, respectively). 
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    (1&2)  

 

Using the background non-cell intensity/area measured previously (Bnon-cell), the background 

intensity (GPP130total area* Bnon-cell) for the region was subtracted from the sum of the pixel 

intensities (GPP130total int) in that region resulting in the background corrected total intensity of 

GPP130 above the colocalization threshold  (GPP130total). This background calculation (GPP130cl 
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area * Bnon-cell) was also subtracted from the sum of the pixel intensities in the colocalized mask 

region (GPP130cl int). With these corrected intensities, the fraction of GPP130 in the Golgi and 

endosomes measured above the colocalization threshold were calculated (Gcl and Ecl). 
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         (3&4) 

 

The Golgi fraction of GPP130 (Gcl) is identified as the background corrected sum of the intensity 

of GPP130 that colocalized with GalNAcT2-GFP (GPP130cl) divided by the background 

corrected sum of the total GPP130 intensity above the colocalization threshold (GPP130total). The 

endosomal fraction (Ecl) is the remaining fraction of GPP130 above this threshold.  

 

We note that our analysis assumes that GPP130 localized only to the Golgi apparatus and 

endosomes and no other organelle.  We observed that at time zero monensin addition the 

colocalization analysis was identifying an unusually large portion of GPP130 in the endosomes. 

On closer inspection of the images, this high portion appeared to be an artifact caused by the 

presence of a pixel shift between the channels (Figure 3C arrow, see Appendix 3). To correct for 

this artifact, we subtracted the average endosomal fraction at time zero (Ecl average @t=0min) from all 

time points in the series ending with an adjusted endosomal fraction (Ecl adjusted). By definition, Ecl 

adjusted is zero at time zero. This was also done for the monensin washout experiments using 

instead the average Ecl at the end of the washout (2 hours) for subtraction from all the data points. 

This adjusted portion was reattributed to the Golgi and the GPP130 Golgi fraction (Gcl) was 

adjusted accordingly (Gcl adjusted). 

 

! 

Ecl adjusted = Ecl "Ecl average@t= 0m, 120m       (5) 

 

 

As mentioned above, these calculated endosome and Golgi fractions (Ecl adjusted and Gcl adjusted) are 

based on the measurement of pixels whose intensity exceeds a threshold defined with the 

intention of neglecting the light spread from adjacent planes. However, as shown in our previous 

work (Chapter 3, Rhee 2005), the true measured total intensity of a protein includes the light 

spread signal. Also, at the earlier monensin treatment and later monensin washout time points, the 
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colocalization threshold neglects the weak intensity GPP130 fraction of endosomes found in the 

cytoplasm (Figure 4A, C blue outline and arrowheads). For these reasons we next determined the 

total fractions of GPP130 in the Golgi, endosomes and cytoplasm of the cell. In Chapter 3, we 

showed that the average background cytoplasmic signal intensity (Bcyt) plus two standard 

deviations (stdev) was sufficient to define a threshold (Figure 4A, red outline) that would neglect 

the ER-cytoplasm portion of the protein while still including the light spread (Figure 4A arrow) 

signal attributed to the Golgi. Therefore, using the same method, a threshold was calculated to 

measure the total intensity of GPP130 in the Golgi and endosomes, including the light spread. 

Using this new lower threshold (Bcyt + 2*stdev), the GPP130 images were analyzed for the sum 

of the pixel intensities and areas (GPP130lower int and GPP130lower area) above the threshold. The 

total intensity and area for the entire cell were also measured (GPP130cell int and GPP130cell area, 

respectively). These total cell measurements include GPP130 signal for the entire cell (Golgi, 

endosomes, and cytoplasm) whereas the lower threshold measurements (GPP130lower int and 

GPP130lower area) neglect the cytoplasmic portion of the signal. Our method allowed us to identify 

and measure Golgi and endosomal structures positive for GPP130 within the resolution of the 

microscope (≥ 0.36 µm2) (Figure 4A, red outline). Note that because these lower threshold 

measurements include the light spread that was neglected with the previous colocalization 

threshold analysis, they are representative of the total protein present in the Golgi and endosomes. 

As before, the non-cell background was subtracted to give us the total protein intensity for the 

cell (GPP130cell) and total intensity above the lower threshold (GPP130lower). 
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The GPP130lower intensity measurement is a combination of the GPP130 located in both the Golgi 

and endosomes. In order to determine the individual protein intensities for these two regions, we 

used the relative fractions calculated during the colocalization analysis, Ecl adjusted and Gcl edjusted. 

The total intensity of GPP130 in the Golgi, GPP130Golgi, was calculated as follows: 

 

! 

GPP130Golgi = Gcl adjusted "GPP130lower       (8) 

 

The remaining GPP130lower measured intensity is the endosomal portion, GPP130endosome. 
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In addition to the Golgi and endosomal GPP130 signal measured above, we also used the lower 

threshold to measure the endosomal GPP130 found in the cytoplasm (structures ~0.23 – 0.36 µm2 

in size) (Figure 4A and C, blue outline and arrowheads). After measuring the intensity and area of 

GPP130 in these structures (GPP130small int and GPP130small area), we subtracted the non-cell 

background to determine the total GPP130 intensity for these small endosomes (GPP130small). 
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The total intensity of GPP130 in the endosomes is the sum of the GPP130small and GPP130endosome 

intensities. 

 

Using all of these background corrected measured intensities (GPP130cell, GPP130Golgi, 

GPP130small, and GPP130endosome), we calculated the fraction of GPP130 in the endosomes 

(NGPP130), the Golgi (GGPP130), and the ER (ERGPP130). 
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        (10, 11, & 12) 

 

It should be noted that the limitations associated with light microscopy make it difficult to 

identify and ultimately determine what this ‘cytoplasmic-ER’ portion of GPP130 is. No 

discernable structure was evident (Figure 4B) and this signal likely reflects low-level non-specific 

binding of the primary antibody.  Thus, we neglected this ‘cytoplasmic-ER’ portion of GPP130 

signal as non-specific staining. This assumption requires that the final fractions of GPP130 in the 

Golgi and endosomes be adjusted to exclude this portion of signal (GGPP130, final fraction and 

NGPP130,final fraction). 
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4.2.8  Quantitative analysis of Shiga toxin 

The endosomal and Golgi fractions of Cy3-conjugated Shiga toxin were calculated in a manner 

similar to GPP130 quantification. The average cytoplasmic intensity of Shiga toxin and 

GalNAcT2-GFP were measured and used to define colocalization thresholds. Shiga toxin 

transports to the ER after exiting the Golgi, so the measured intensity in the cytoplasm/ER at the 

later time points was stronger than the endogenous protein signal seen in non-infected cells 

above, making it unnecessary to define separate colocalization and lower thresholds for the 

quantification of Shiga toxin in the Golgi and endosomes over time. Colocalization analysis was 

performed using the FCV software and the calculated thresholds for both GalNAcT2-GFP and 

Shiga toxin proteins, similar to above. The cytoplasmic/ER portion was neglected completely. 

Therefore, the measured amount of Shiga toxin that did not colocalize with GalNAcT2-GFP was 

used to determine the fraction of toxin in the endosomes and these fractions were plotted versus 

time, similar to the GPP130 analysis. 

 

For the widefield microscopy analysis of Shiga toxin transport with and without monensin, the 

images were randomly scored to identify cells where the majority of the Shiga toxin was located 

in either the endosomes or Golgi. A cell was defined as having a majority of endosomal localized 

toxin if greater than ~50% of the toxin was localized to the endosomes during a visual analysis. 

At least 36 cells were analyzed for 0, 20, 40, and 60 minutes following washout for cells with and 

without monensin added. For each experiment (n=3), all time point images were opened and cells 

scored as either Golgi or endosome positive before tabulating the relative fraction of cells positive 

for GPP130 endosomal distribution. 

 

4.2.9  Endosomal Markers: EEA1 and Cascade-blue dextran 

Wild-type HeLa cells plated on glass coverslips were treated for 30 minutes with CHX prior to 

initiation of each experiment and CHX was present throughout incubation. Cells were incubated 

with and without monensin for 10 minutes followed by incubation with 1mg/mL of cascade blue-

dextran for 20 and 40 minutes. The coverslips were dipped 4x in PBS and incubated for 10 

minutes in the presence of monensin and absence of dextran before being fixed with 

formaldehyde and stained for GPP130 and early endosomal marker EEA1 (Bachert et al., 2001; 

Linstedt et al., 1997). 
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4.2.10  Quantitative Analysis of LSM510 images 

GalNAcT2-GFP cells stained for a combination of 1) p115 and rab6, 2) GPP130 and rab6, and 3) 

GM130 with two distinct secondary antibodies were imaged using the LSM510 confocal 

microscope. The GM130 images were used to determine pixel shift distance between the Cy3 and 

Cy5 channels. Single plane images of GPP130, rab6, and p115 were analyzed for distance 

between peak intensities along a line drawn perpendicular to the Golgi ribbon. The plane with the 

brightest rab6 Golgi staining was selected for analysis. The pixel intensities along the line for 

both rab6-p115 costaining and rab6-GPP130 costaining were plotted versus distance and the 

distances between peaks measured. Two separate distance measurements per cell for each of the 

costaining experiments were taken for 30 cells at 0, 20, and 60 minutes following monensin 

washout. These profile distances between major peaks for each protein were averaged and plotted 

at each time to identify trends. Also, GPP130-rab6 line profiles were analyzed for the presence of 

a minor secondary GPP130 peak. For the fraction of profiles exhibiting a minor GPP130 peak, 

the distance between this secondary GPP130 peak and the primary GPP130 peak identified 

previously was measured. The fraction of the peak intensity of the secondary peak with respect to 

the primary GPP130 peak intensity was also calculated as the ratio of the secondary peak 

intensity to the sum of the peak intensities of the primary and secondary peaks. 

 

4.2.11  Statistics 

All monensin redistribution, washout, and Shiga toxin experimental results are reported as the 

mean ± standard error of three independent experiments. The LSM510 spatial results are the 

mean ± standard error for two independent experiments. Statistical analysis for significance was 

performed using a student t-test with two-tailed distribution and two samples with equal variance 

(Microsoft Excel software). 
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4.3  RESULTS 

 

4.3.1  GPP130 Golgi protein cycles between the endosomes and Golgi apparatus 

GPP130, a cis localized Golgi protein, has been shown to cycle between the Golgi apparatus and 

endosomes via the plasma membrane (Linstedt et al., 1997) and appears to play a critical role in 

the early endosomal bypass pathway as a mediator of endosome to Golgi trafficking of other 

proteins that utilize this pathway (Natarajan and Linstedt, 2004). Both the presence and 

importance of GPP130 within this cycling pathway suggests the existence of a steady-state pool 

of GPP130 in the endosomes and we thus sought to quantify this pool using fluorescent 

microscopy. Cells stably transfected to express GalNAcT2-GFP protein were fixed and stained 

for endogenous GPP130 and confocal image stacks of both proteins were analyzed for the 

presence of endosomal structures positive for GPP130. There is no evidence that the GalNAcT2-

GFP protein cycles between the Golgi and endosomes making it an appropriate marker for the 

Golgi apparatus (Röttger et al., 1998). GPP130 intensity was evident in the Golgi apparatus, 

which co-stained with GalNAcT2-GFP (Figure 5A, B, C). However, GPP130 signal in 

endosomal structures at steady-state was evident but weak and difficult to distinguish from the 

general background signal. Therefore, intensity and size thresholds were used to distinguish 

regions positive for GPP130 from cytoplasmic/ non-specific antibody staining. The intensity 

threshold used was the average cytoplasm intensity plus two standard deviations of the individual 

pixel values in this region (Rhee et al., 2005). A size criterion range of ~0.23 to 0.36 µm2 was 

employed in order to exclude large Golgi-like structures and smaller noise-like structures. Using 

these criteria, a small measurable portion of GPP130 (~1%) was found in the endosomes at 

steady-state which is more evident when the images are mapped appropriately (Figure 5A’). 

These structures were negative for GalNacT2-GFP verifying their non-Golgi localization (Figure 

5 C, C’). The images presented in Figure 5A’, B’, C’ are normalized to a smaller grayscale range 

so that the endosomal structures are easier to visualize. 

 

4.3.2  Monensin induces redistribution of GPP130 to endosomes 

Addition of the drug monensin has been shown previously (Linstedt et al., 1997) to lead to a 

reversible accumulation of GPP130 in endosomal like structures and this was confirmed in our 

cells (Figure 6D, G). The identity of these non-Golgi, GPP130 positive structures was verified 

using uptake of fluorescent dextran as a marker for endosomes (Linstedt et al., 1997; Thilo et al., 

1995). Cells treated with (Figure 6 D-F) and without (Figure 6 A-C) monensin were incubated in 

the presence of cascade blue dextran as described in the Material and Methods section. The 
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increased endosomal concentration of GPP130 in the presence of monensin makes it possible to 

identify structures positive for both GPP130 and internalized dextran (Figure 6F). We were 

unable to see any colocalization in the absence of monensin (Figure 6C). We note that our data 

suggests specificity to this localization as co-staining for GPP130 (Figure 6G) and the early 

endosomal marker EEA1 (Figure 6H) showed no colocalization (Figure 6I), similar to results 

published by the Linstedt laboratory (Linstedt et al., 1997). 

 

4.3.3  Kinetic Analysis of GPP130 Cycling between Golgi and Endosomes 

Redistribution of GPP130 to the endosomes was apparent within 60 minutes following monensin 

treatment. The Golgi localization of GPP130 (Figure 7A) at time zero was confirmed by its 

colocalization with GalNAcT2-GFP protein (Figure 7D) in the same cell. Redistribution was 

readily apparent by 30 minutes (Figure 7B) and appears to be maximal by 60 minutes (Figure 

7C). During this GPP130 redistribution, GalNAcT2-GFP remained localized centrally within the 

cell in the Golgi region (Figure 7E, F). Cycling of GPP130 between Golgi and endosomes 

following monensin addition was quantified and ultimately used to determine kinetic rate 

measurements. 

 

A two-compartment kinetic model connected by first order processes was used to represent 

transport between the Golgi and endosomal population (Figure 8). Although GPP130 most likely 

cycles to the ER similar to other Golgi resident proteins, as shown from brefeldin A addition 

experiments (Puri et al., 2002), this pool was neglected in the model as it has not been 

conclusively shown to reside in the ER at steady-state. Similarly, the possibility that GPP130 was 

transported to the plasma membrane before arriving in endosomes was included in the forward 

rate, k1, as surface levels of GPP130 were undetectable.  Assuming no new protein generation and 

that the transport between compartments was much shorter than the life span of the protein, the 

change in endosome resident proteins as a function of time can be described by: 
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where E and G are the relative concentrations of proteins in the endosomes and Golgi, 

respectively, and k1 and k-1 are the rate constants for transport in the Golgi to endosome and 
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endosomes to Golgi directions, respectively. The general solution of the above differential 

equation (17) can be written as: 
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where C is a constant of integration and can be determined from the initial conditions. The 

steady-state solution, ESS, is given by: 
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In the presence of monensin, GPP130 accumulation in the endosomes was quantified as described 

previously in Materials and Methods, and k-1 was neglected. The simplified rate equation is 

described by: 

 

! 

E(t) =1+ Cexp("k1t)          (20) 

 

The endosome fraction versus time was quantified using the method outlined in Materials and 

Methods (Figure 9).  The Golgi pool of GPP130 was never completely depleted, with only ~ 50% 

of the protein relocating to the endosomes in the presence of monensin (Figure 9). Redistribution 

of GPP130 to the endosomes was apparent within 10 minutes of treatment (Figure 10A arrows) 

with the redistribution appearing to be maximal within the hour. Extended treatment of the cells 

did not significantly affect the measurable fraction of GPP130 present in the endosomes, but did 

alter the spatial distribution of the endosomes relative to the Golgi. At earlier treatment times (0-

60 minutes), the endosome population was primarily located in the periphery of the cell (Figure 

10C) making it easier to distinguish from the Golgi. However, at time points greater than 90 

minutes, the endosomes clustered near the Golgi (Figure 10E) hindering our ability to distinguish 

the two separate populations. For these reasons, data was collected and analyzed for time points 

between 0 and 60 minutes following monensin treatment. Again, GalNAcT2-GFP was used as a 

Golgi marker and its steady-state localization was not affected in the presence of monensin 

(Figure 10B, D, F). The transport data was analyzed and an average forward rate of 0.013 ± 

0.001/min for three independent experiments was determined. Using k1 and the measured steady-

state endosomal fraction of ~1%, the model predicts a retrograde trafficking rate of k-1 of 
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1.28/min, an almost 100x increase in transport. If indeed k-1 >> k1, it would indicate a short 

residence time in the endosomes and explain the difficulty in visualizing endosome 

concentrations of GPP130 at steady-state. The reciprocals of the measured anterograde and 

calculated retrograde rates yield mean residence times of ~77 minutes in the Golgi and ~0.8 

minutes in the endosomes for the GPP130 protein at steady-state. 

 

GPP130 redistribution was reversible upon monensin washout making it possible to study the 

retrograde transport kinetics of GPP130 from endosomes to Golgi (Puri et al., 2002). Washout 

induced trafficking of GPP130 to the Golgi is illustrated in Figure 11 at 0, 20, and 120 minutes 

(Figure 11, A, B, C, respectively). GalNAcT2-GFP was used to identify the Golgi (Figure 11D, 

E, F). Quantification of the loss of GPP130 protein from the endosomes during monensin 

washout was monitored and results plotted using KaleidaGraph (Synergy Software) (Figure 12) to 

determine both the forward and reverse rates from a fit of equation (18) above. The reverse rate 

from three independent experiments was determined to be 0.034 ± 0.010/min, a value not in 

agreement with the predicted k-1 from the monensin redistribution experiments. Two possible 

explanations for this discrepancy are 1) that monensin addition affects forward trafficking of 

GPP130 and the measured k1 is not representative of the steady-state rate, or 2) the simple model 

used to describe the transport is incomplete, and critical steps or components mediating the 

phenomena are not included. The anterograde rate calculated from a fit of the washout data 

yielded a of k1 value of 0.0006 ± 4.08 x 10-6/min. This rate was significantly smaller, 

approximately 20 fold, than the result measured in the monensin redistribution experiments 

reported above of 0.013/min.  

 

4.3.4  Shiga toxin B-Fragment Traffics from Endosomes to Golgi 

Given the difference between the measured and predicted rates for the anterograde and retrograde 

transport of GPP130, trafficking of a different protein that uses the same endosome to Golgi 

pathway was investigated. Not only do GPP130 and Shiga toxin appear to utilize the same bypass 

pathway, research has shown that GPP130 is required for the efficient exit of Shiga toxin B-

fragment from endosomes en route to the Golgi (Natarajan and Linstedt, 2004).  Cy3-conjugated 

Shiga toxin B-fragment was allowed to accumulate in the endosomes of GalNAcT2-GFP cells 

using a temperature block (Natarajan and Linstedt, 2004) in the presence of monensin, similar to 

the GPP130 washout experiments. Following the washout of monensin and increase to 37°C, the 

Shiga toxin fragment was evident in the Golgi based on colocalization with GalNAcT2-GFP 

(Figure 13). Exit of Shiga toxin B-fragment from the endosomes was quantified with respect to 
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time for three independent experiments (Figure 14). Again, GalNAcT2-GFP was used as a 

marker for the Golgi and colocalization analysis between Shiga toxin and GalNAcT2-GFP was 

performed as described in Materials and Methods. Assuming no recycling into the endosomes, 

the endosomal portion of Shiga toxin fragment, E(t), at time t is described by: 

 

! 

E(t) = Cexp("k"1t)          (20) 

 

where k-1 is the retrograde rate constant and C is a constant of integration that can be found using 

initial conditions. The average rate of Shiga toxin endosome to Golgi transport for the three 

separate experiments was found to be 0.034 ± 0.007/min, in agreement with the previously 

reported GPP130 monensin washout result (Table 1). To verify the transport was unaffected by 

monensin, the distribution of Shiga toxin B-fragment in the endosomes and the Golgi was also 

analyzed in the absence of monensin. The fraction of cells (n>36) showing predominantly 

endosome localized B-fragment was determined as a function of time following treatments with 

and without monensin and subsequent washout (Figure 15). Average values for three independent 

experiments showed no significant difference suggesting that monensin had no discernable affect 

on the transport of Shiga toxin from the endosomes to the Golgi. Results also suggest that 

endosomal clearance is slow and therefore Golgi to endosome trafficking of GPP130 must be 

negligible.  

 

4.3.5  Cisternal localization of retrograde trafficking GPP130 following monensin washout 

Our data and that of others (Bachert et al., 2001; Puri et al., 2002; Puthenveedu et al., 2003) 

suggest that GPP130 does return to the Golgi apparatus following monensin washout and, as 

noted above, the literature (Natarajan and Linstedt, 2004) suggests that GPP130 may be a pivotal 

protein in this endosomal-Golgi pathway. The return transport route of cis Golgi localized 

GPP130 following its exit from the endosomes is therefore important to determine and was next 

investigated. Similar to GPP130, TGN38/46 and Shiga toxin both utilize the early endosomal 

bypass pathway (Natarajan and Linstedt, 2004). TGN38/46, a trans Golgi network (TGN) 

resident protein, returns to the TGN following endosomal exit, while Shiga toxin has also been 

shown to return to the Golgi following exit from endosomes as evidenced by its colocalization 

with TGN38/46 during transport between the plasma membrane and trans Golgi network 

(Mallard et al., 1998). The specifics of transport for these proteins from the endosomes to Golgi 

are still unknown.  Using laser scanning confocal technology, we developed a novel approach for 

investigating the intra-Golgi spatial distribution of GPP130 during retrograde transport back to 
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the cis Golgi. Using rab6 and p115 as trans and cis Golgi markers respectively, we measured the 

relative distances between these proteins as well as GPP130 following monensin washout. 

 

GalNAcT2-GFP cells stained with rab6 and either p115 or GPP130 were imaged using the 

LSM510 laser scanning confocal microscope. Using the profile function available with the 

LSM510 software, the intensities of the two proteins were plotted along a line perpendicular to 

the Golgi (Figure 16 and Figure 17). The distances between peak intensities for the two proteins 

along these lines were measured for 30 cells at 0, 20, and 60 minutes following monensin 

washout. Two profiles per cell were measured and the average distance values reported in Table 

2. GalNAcT2-GFP was used as a general Golgi marker, and as evident in Figure 16, was 

relatively evenly distributed across the distance between the GPP130 primary peak and the rab6 

peak. Despite pooling of GPP130 in the endosomes during monensin treatment, a large 

population of GPP130 protein remained in the Golgi and was identifiable as a large primary peak 

of intensity in our images (Figure 16A, D). Distinguishing between the existing Golgi localized 

GPP130 and newly arriving protein was difficult. However, we found that a secondary smaller 

peak localized closer to the rab6 protein was evident in many of the cells analyzed (Figure 16D). 

Secondary peaks were not evident in either the rab6 or p115 profiles, both of which do not cycle 

to the endosomes (Figure 17). The distance between the secondary GPP130 peak and the rab6 

peak were measured as well as the fraction of secondary peak intensity with respect to the 

primary GPP130 peak (Tables 2 and 3). There was a general decrease in the distance between cis 

(p115 and the primary peak of GPP130) and trans peak of rab6 (Table 2) during monensin 

washout and is most likely due to the slight vesicle swelling associated with monensin treatment 

(Dinter and Berger, 1998). Also, the average distances between the cis localized primary GPP130 

peak and p115 peak are significantly different (p<0.05) and are consistently separated for the 

three time points during monensin washout. Note that the primary GPP130 peak is closer in 

distance to p115 than rab6, verifying its cis localization (Table 2). Golgi associated protein p115 

is actually a resident of the cis-Golgi network (CGN) known to cycle between the CGN and cis 

Golgi (Garcia-Mata et al., 2003), which may explain the small, but consistent separation of p115 

and primary GPP130. The secondary GPP130 peak distances were significantly closer to the rab6 

peak (Table 2) although the fraction of total cells displaying a secondary GPP130 peak was 

variable (Table 3). Also, the intensity fraction of GPP130 in the secondary peaks is reported in 

Table 3 and surprisingly, was not altered with respect to time. This result may be a reflection of 

the single plane/ single line artifact or non-inclusiveness of the analysis.
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4.4  DISCUSSION 

The cycling rates of Golgi protein GPP130 were measured and characterized in the late endosome 

bypass pathway with the purpose of providing a better understanding of the trafficking kinetics of 

proteins along this route. For the first time, we present a complete analysis of GPP130 protein 

cycling along this pathway using quantitative confocal stack analysis. In agreement with previous 

work (Linstedt et al., 1997; Puri et al., 2002), we found that under normal tissue culture 

conditions there was little GPP130 outside the Golgi apparatus with ~ 1% in the endosomes at 

steady-state. Using monensin treatment to inhibit exit of GPP130 from the endosomes, we found 

that ~ 50% was localized to the endosomes after 1 hour and using a two-compartment model, we 

measured a transport rate of 0.013/min from the Golgi to endosomes. This rate was faster than 

anticipated from the steady-state value and indicated a residence time in the endosomes of less 

than 1 minute. Parallel experiments measuring transport back to the Golgi yielded a return rate of 

~ 0.034 and a forward transport rate of ~ 0.001/min. Surprisingly, the forward and retrograde 

measured rates were not in agreement with respect to predicted steady-state rate calculations. The 

presence of monensin may be responsible for a shift in the steady-state distributions and explain 

the inconsistency of our measured rates. Monensin is an ionophore drug capable of neutralizing 

the intracellular environment of cells in culture, thereby causing a block in secretion at the 

cellular level (Tartakoff and Vassalli, 1977). It has been shown to cause either partial or complete 

block of secretion at the plasma membrane for certain proteins and lipids (Andrieu et al., 1996; 

Herscovitz et al., 1995; Kallen et al., 1993), while other secretory products were expressed at the 

plasma membrane, but incompletely processed (Furukawa et al., 1992; Mollenhauer et al., 1990). 

Examples of the effect of monensin on secretion have been shown in multiple cell lines and in 

both plants and animals (see (Dinter and Berger, 1998) for review). 

 

Alternatively, the model used for our analysis may be incomplete, neglecting the possibility of a 

limiting step. Transport in the secretory pathway involves the cooperation and recruitment of 

multiple proteins such as, for example coat proteins (Lee et al., 2004). Recruitment of an 

additional protein necessary for the transport of GPP130 may be limiting the trafficking of 

GPP130-protein complex under the experimental conditions tested. The limited availability of 

this complex protein may be responsible for altering the kinetics of normal GPP130 trafficking 

between the Golgi and endosomes. Shiga toxin B-fragment trafficking was also investigated as 

we sought to verify the transport rate of a protein traveling from endosomes to Golgi along this 

pathway. Although the two rates from the Shiga toxin fragment and GPP130 monensin washout 

experiments were in agreement, concerns regarding the validity of the model as an accurate 
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representation of steady-state cycling exist in both model systems, namely the accumulation of 

toxin in the endosomes and the presence of monensin. Accumulation of protein in the endosomes 

prior to washout analysis results in an experimental system that is unlike the steady-state 

distribution of GPP130. However, visualization of a quantifiable pool of toxin makes the need for 

accumulation of cargo in the endosomes prior to analysis necessary. Secondly, both sets of 

experiments were done in the presence of the drug monensin, which has been shown to 

morphologically alter the intracellular environment. However, with the Shiga toxin fragment 

experiments we showed that there was no change in overall toxin distribution in cells with or 

without monensin added, suggesting that monensin did not affect the retrograde transport of the 

toxin fragment directly. Therefore, the questions remain; what is the correct steady-state rate of 

cycling GPP130 in the late endosome bypass pathway and is our quantitative analysis of the rates 

representative of steady-state? 

 

Assuming the two-compartment model is an accurate representation of steady-state trafficking, 

two possibilities exist to explain the variability of our data, 1) the rate of transport to the 

endosomes is accelerated in the presence of monensin, or 2) the return rate of transport from 

endosomes to Golgi is delayed. The presence of an accelerated rate of GPP130 cycling to the 

endosomes could be a peripherally associated result of monensin addition. However, literature 

cites multiple examples of evidence contrary to this accelerated rate, instead supporting the 

possibility of an inhibition of protein transport through the Golgi complex (Dinter and Berger, 

1998). Monensin has been shown to alter the secretion and surface expression of multiple 

proteins (see (Dinter and Berger, 1998) for review). The affect of monensin in the Golgi is 

usually manifested as the partial or complete retention of the protein in the organelle or as a block 

in expression at the cell surface. The unique pH sensitive properties of GPP130 may cause its 

cycling properties to be more susceptible to monensin treatment compared to the newly 

synthesized proteins and more conventional Golgi resident transmembrane proteins. The precise 

effects of monensin on GPP130 cycling remain to be seen, as the exact nature and function of 

GPP130 are still mostly unknown (Linstedt et al., 1997). Evidence presenting the possibility of 

trafficking and sorting proteins in the recycling/sorting endosome compartment following TGN 

exit but prior to transport to the plasma membrane may provide another explanation for the 

accelerated rate of GPP130 redistribution as seen in our experiments. The TGN has been 

presumed to be the sorting site for all newly synthesized proteins trafficking in the secretory 

pathway (Griffiths and Simons, 1986; Hirschberg et al., 1998; Keller et al., 2001; Rindler et al., 

1985). However, previous evidence from polarized cells has suggested the possibility that 
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secretory traffic can transverse endocytic compartments before trafficking to the plasma 

membrane (PM) (Orzech et al., 2000; Stoorvogel, 1998). Perhaps GPP130 accumulates in 

recycling endosomes during monensin addition and the rate measured during our kinetic analysis 

is the result of this abbreviated cycling. Biotinylation (Puri et al., 2002) experiments suggest 

plasma membrane trafficking and argue against this possibility, but perhaps the accumulation of 

GPP130 in endosomal structures seen in the micrographs is a combination of both recycling and 

late endosome bypass pathway endosome populations. Also, the extended incubation (20 and 40 

minutes) of the cells in the presence of the fluorescent dextran could result in late endosomal 

staining.  The fraction of endosomes exhibiting co-staining between GPP130 and dextran was 

small, supporting the possibility of a mixed population of early to late endosomes. 

 

Alternatively, the trafficking between the endosomes and Golgi could be affected in the presence 

of the drug during our experiments. If this were the case, a delayed return transport rate is 

unlikely the direct result of monensin, as evidenced by lack of a monensin pretreatment effect on 

Shiga transport cycling (above results). The presence of slowed protein transport between the 

endosomes and Golgi is more likely the consequence of a limiting factor involved in endosomal 

exit. A possible effect of pH neutralization is the inability of the receptor to dissociate from the 

protein (Dinter and Berger, 1998; Marnell et al., 1982). Dissociation of the ligand from the 

receptor may not occur in the neutralized pH environment therefore retaining the entire complex 

in the endosome, and suggesting a role for  receptor-ligand association in the retention of GPP130 

and Shiga toxin fragment protein in endosomes as seen in our experiments (Dinter and Berger, 

1998). 

 

The exaggerated presence of GPP130 in the endosomes prior to monensin washout may also 

explain a delay in transport back to the Golgi upon monensin washout and subsequent return to an 

acidic environment. As mentioned above, the recruitment of a limiting factor necessary for 

transport from the endosomes to the Golgi may be restricting the exit of the accumulated GPP130 

in the endosomes and subsequent transport back to the Golgi. Given the necessity of 

accumulation of protein in the endosomes prior to washout in order to ensure quantitatively 

measurable quantities, it is difficult to determine the rate of transport to the Golgi under normal 

conditions. Overexpression of GPP130 has also been shown to induce redistribution of the protein 

to punctate endosomal like-structures (Linstedt et al., 1997). This makes the possibility of a 

fluorescently tagged fusion GPP130 protein system unlikely because overexpression of the 

protein and tag is necessary when developing a chimeric cell line. 
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The spatial properties of intracellular proteins have previously been studied using a variety of 

methods, including stereology, high-resolution electron microscopy, and fluorescence resonance 

energy transfer (FRET).  Distances between proteins in mitochondria have been measured using 

stereology (Schwerzmann et al., 1986), while FRET has been used to measure protein-protein 

interaction distances of bacterial toxins (Majoul, 2004). Due to the high-resolution nature of 

electron microscopy, the micrographs can also be used to determine the distances between 

organelles and protein labeled dense regions within. With this chapter, a novel method for the 

study of spatial protein distributions during kinetic analysis is presented. The LSM analysis of 

GPP130 return cycling to the Golgi with respect to trans and cis Golgi proteins provided 

information on possible retrograde cycling properties of GPP130. In particular, the secondary 

GPP130 peak distance analysis showed the presence of a GPP130 population localized in the 

trans region as evidenced by its colocalization with rab6, suggesting the possibility of a trans 

entry point prior to transport to the cis Golgi. However, not all cells sampled displayed a 

secondary GPP130 peak, with the fraction varying depending on the time point. As shown in 

Table 3, the fraction of cells with a secondary GPP130 peak was greatest at the 20 minute 

washout time, while the smallest portion was found at the 60 minute time point when washout is 

assumed complete and the majority of the protein is localized to the cis Golgi region. These 

observations may be a result of the three-dimensional conformation of the Golgi in the cell as 

well as the limited analysis of a single slice of the cell. When the cell is fixed on the coverslip the 

organelles are set in place. When the cells are imaged, the Golgi is visible in the spatial 

conformation in which it was fixed, which differs from cell to cell and may make it difficult to 

visualize all regions of the Golgi. Considering the assumption that retrograde cycling is 

essentially blocked during monensin addition, the large fraction of cells displaying trans localized 

GPP130 at 0 minute monensin washout was surprising (Table 3). It is possible that this 0 minute 

monensin washout trans localized pool of GPP130 is actually caused by the back up of 

anterograde cycling protein. Because the specifics of transport to the endosomes are not 

completely understood, the accumulation of GPP130 in the trans region may represent protein 

waiting to transport to the endosomes. This accumulation may also suggest that there are limiting 

factors in the anterograde transport of GPP130 to the endosomes and that it is this forward 

pathway that is saturated, not the exit from the endosomes. Note that the increase in the cell 

fraction having secondary peaks at 20 minutes following monensin washout may represent the 

returning fraction of GPP130, but as there are also peaks present at 0 and 60 minutes more 

investigation is needed before a reliable conclusion can be drawn.  
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In conclusion, the work presented in this chapter has provided valuable information concerning 

the kinetic cycling properties of cis Golgi protein GPP130. These results combined with the 

preliminary data concerning the spatial trafficking properties of GPP130 have contributed to the 

general knowledge of intracellular trafficking in the secretory pathway and the late endosomal 

bypass pathway in particular.  
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Table 1. Comparison of kinetic rate constants for protein transport between the Golgi and 
endosomes. 

Experiment k1 (min-1) k-1 (min-1) 

Monensin Addition (GPP130) 1.3 x 10-2 ± 1.0 x 10-3  NA 

Monensin Washout (GPP130) 6.3 x 10-4 ± 4.1 x 10-6 3.4 x 10-2 ± 1.0 x 10-2  

Shiga Toxin NA 3.4 x 10-2 ± 7.0 x 10-3 

 
HeLa cells expressing GalNAcT2-GFP were fixed and stained for GPP130 (Monensin Addition 
and Washout) and imaged as stacks using spinning disk confocal microscopy. Cells (n ≥10) were 
analyzed for three independent trials as described in Materials and Methods for each of the 
experimental conditions listed above. Fraction of protein (GPP130 or Shiga toxin) in the 
endosomes was quantified and the results listed are the rate constants for the anterograde (k1) and 
retrograde (k-1) trafficking of protein between the Golgi apparatus and endosomes (mean ± SEM).  
 
NA (non applicable) - Shiga toxin does not cycle from Golgi to endosomes 
 

 

Table 2. Distance Measurements for rab6, p115, and GPP130 

Δ Distance (rab6-protein) (µm) 
Protein 

0 min 20 min 60 min 

p115 (cis) 0.82 ± 0.01 0.74 ± 0.01 0.65 ± 0.01* 

primary GPP130 (cis) 0.62 ± 0.04 0.55 ± 0.07 0.46 ± 0.01 

secondary GPP130 (trans) 0.06 ± 0.01 0.02 ± 0.02 0.07 ± 0.00 

 Distance measurements between rab6 and proteins listed at 0, 20, and 60 minutes following 
monensin washout. Both primary and secondary peaks for GPP130 were analyzed with secondary 
peaks being characterized by their colocalization with rab6. Results represented are mean ± SEM 
(n=2 independent experiments of 30 cells each). 
 
p115 and secondary GPP130 distance measurements were significantly different from primary 
GPP130 distance measurements at all time points as determined from a Student t-test (p < 0.05). 
 
* Indicates significant difference between 0 minute p115 distance measurement as determined 
from Student t-test (p < 0.05). 
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Table 3. Secondary GPP130 Peak Analysis 

Secondary Peak 
Measurement 0 min 20 min 60 min 

Intensity Fraction 0.41 ± 0.01 0.43 ± 0.00 0.44 ± 0.01 

Cell Fraction 0.33 ± 0.03 * 0.43 ± 0.03 * 0.10 ± 0.00 

 
Intensity and cell fraction measurements for secondary GPP130 peaks are reported for 0, 20, and 
60 minutes following monensin washout. Secondary peaks for GPP130 were analyzed for 
intensity fraction with respect to the primary GPP130 peak and for the fraction of total cells 
analyzed (n=30) displaying a secondary peak. The intensity fractions reported are only for cells 
displaying secondary GPP130 peaks. Intensity and cell fraction results represented are mean ± 
SEM (n=2 independent experiments). 
 
* Indicates significant difference between 60 minute cell fraction measurement as determined 
from Student t-test (p < 0.05). 
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Figure 1. Presence of light spread from adjacent focal planes can interfere with 

colocalization analysis. Image stacks for GPP130 (A, B) and GalNAcT2-GFP (C, D) were 

acquired using spinning disk confocal microscopy and deconvolution. Two slices from a single 

confocal stack are shown for both channels. Even after deconvolution, there appears to be light 

interference from adjacent planes, as indicated at the arrows in the above figure. The images are 

shown under saturated grayscale levels so that light spread is more apparent. 
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Figure 2. GalNAcT2-GFP cell stained with GPP130. The average background cytoplasmic 

intensity (Bcyt, yellow outline) and non-cell intensity background (Bnon-cell, red outline) were 

measured for the GPP130 (A) images. The average background cytoplasmic intensity was also 

measured for the corresponding GalNAcT2-GFP confocal stack images (B). Cell is outlined in 

white for both images. The images are shown in extended focus format with best quality 

composite focus. 
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Figure 3. Colocalization Mask used to Identify Golgi GPP130 signal. The colocalization mask 

generated by IPLab (B) was used to identify colocalized regions in the original GPP130 image 

(A). The pixel intensities and areas coinciding with the colocalization mask (C) were measured 

for each slice of an image stack. Pixel shift causes a small shift of the mask (C, arrow), which was 

accounted for during the analysis as described in the Materials and Methods section. The images 

shown are a single slice from an acquired confocal stack. 
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Figure 4. GPP130 Endosomal Staining is Distinguishable from Cytoplasm and Golgi 

Staining. GalNAcT2-GFP cells stained for GPP130 (A, cell is outlined in white) were analyzed 

using size and intensity thresholds in order to distinguish GPP130 positive endosomal structures 

(A, blue outline) from the cytoplasmic background and measure the total GPP130 in the 

endosomes and Golgi (A, red outline). The endosomes (A arrowhead and inset) are 

distinguishable from the general cytoplasmic signal as small regularly shaped regions positive for 

GPP130 staining. The constant low-level signal characteristic of the cytoplasm is also apparent in 

a surface plot (B) of the region. Endosome and Golgi regions of GPP130 staining are 

distinguishable from the cytoplasmic staining as smaller low intensity peaks (C, arrowheads) and 

high intensity peaks/ridges, respectively. The images shown are for a single slice of a cell stained 

for GPP130 and acquired as a confocal stack. 
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Figure 5. Small GPP130 fraction is found in endosomes at steady-state by confocal 

fluorescent microscopy. HeLa cells stably expressing GalNacT2-GFP were fixed and stained for 

GPP130 (A, A’). Fluorescent GalNacT2-GFP (B, B’) was detected within the same cells and 

merged images of both proteins are shown (C, C’). Identical images are shown at normal (A-C, 

linear mapping of 100-4000 grayscale levels) and high (A’-C’, 100-1000 grayscale levels) 

brightness. Image stacks were acquired using spinning disk confocal microscopy and are 

compressed into a single plane by composite extended focus. Note that small vesicles of the 

typical size of endosomes can be seen under high brightness (arrows, A’, C’). Bar, 5 µm. 
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Figure 6. Colocalization of redistributed GPP130 with Cascade blue-dextran, but not with 

another endosomal marker EEA1. HeLa cells were fixed and stained for GPP130 (A,D) after 

40 min incubation with Cascade blue dextran (B,E) both with (A-C) and without (D-F) monensin 

treatment for 60 min. The dextran was added 10 minutes into the monensin incubation. Merged 

images (C,F) show the colocalization of redistributed GPP130 and internalized dextran in 

endosomal like-structures (F inset). Cells were stained for GPP130 (G) and early endosomal 

marker EEA1 (H) both in the presence of monensin (G-I) and without (data not shown). The 

image stacks were acquired using spinning disk confocal and are shown in extended focus format 

with best quality composite focus settings. Bar, 5 µm.
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Figure 7. Monensin treatment induces GPP130 redistribution to endosomes. HeLa cells 

stably expressing GalNacT2-GFP were fixed and stained for GPP130 at 0 min (A), 30 min (B), 

and 60 min (C) following monensin treatment. Corresponding images of GalNAcT2-GFP (D-F) 

are also shown. Images were acquired using spinning disk confocal microscopy and are shown in 

an extended focus format with best quality composite focus settings. Bar, 5 µm. 
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Figure 8. Schematic diagram of GPP130 Intracellular Transport Model. The Golgi and 

endosomes are considered as two separate compartments connected by first order processes. The 

rate constants k1 and k-1 describe transport of GPP130 to and from the endosomes, respectively. 

Note that although transport through the plasma membrane in route to the endosomes likely 

occurs, it is not included within the model as levels were below detection limits. 
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Figure 9. Quantification of GPP130 in endosomes following monensin treatment.  HeLa cells  

stably expressing GalNAcT2-GFP were analyzed for GPP130 distribution following monensin 

treatment as described in materials and methods. Endosomal fractions from three independent 

experiments (, , ) determined as a function of time following monensin treatments are 

shown. Symbols represent mean ± SEM, n ≥ 10. 
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Figure 10. Extended monensin treatment results in accumulation of GPP130 in perinuclear 

endosomal populations. HeLa cells stably expressing GalNacT2-GFP were fixed and stained for 

GPP130 at 10 min (A), 30 min (C), and 2 hours (E) following monensin treatment. 

Corresponding images of GalNAcT2-GFP (B,D,F) are also shown. GPP130 begins to appear in 

endosomal structures as early as 10 minutes (A arrows). The clustering of endosomes in the Golgi 

region at 2 hour monensin treatment (E) makes it difficult to distinguish the two populations 

compared to the peripheral distribution of GPP130 positive endosomes at earlier time points (C). 

Image stacks were acquired using spinning disk confocal microscopy and are shown in an 

extended focus format with best quality composite focus settings. Bar, 5 µm. 
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Figure 11. GPP130 returns to the Golgi apparatus following monensin washout. HeLa cells 

stably expressing GalNacT2-GFP were treated with monensin for 60 min and then fixed and 

stained for GPP130 at 0 min (A), 20 min (B), and 120 min (C) following monensin washout. 

Corresponding images of GalNAcT2-GFP (D-F) are also shown. Image stacks were acquired 

using spinning disk confocal microscopy and are shown in an extended focus format using best 

quality composite focus settings. Bar, 5 µm. 
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Figure 12. Quantification of GPP130 in endosomes following monensin washout.  HeLa cells 

stably expressing GalNAcT2-GFP were analyzed for GPP130 distribution following monensin 

treatment for 60 min and subsequent washout as described in materials and methods. Endosomal 

fractions from three independent experiments (, , ) were determined as a function of time 

following monensin washout are shown. Symbols represent mean ± SEM, n ≥ 10. 
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Figure 13. Shiga toxin B-fragment travels to the Golgi apparatus. HeLa cells stably 

expressing GalNacT2-GFP were incubated with Cy3-conjugated Shiga toxin B-fragment for 60 

min at 19.5ºC and then fixed at 0 min (A), 30 min (B), and 120 min (C) following temperature 

increase to 37ºC. Corresponding images of GalNAcT2-GFP (D-F) are also shown. Images were 

acquired using spinning disk confocal microscopy and are shown in an extended focus format 

using best quality composite focus settings. Bar, 5 µm.
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Figure 14. Quantification of Shiga toxin B-fragment in endosomes following 19.5ºC 

temperature block. HeLa cells stably expressing GalNAcT2-GFP were analyzed for Shiga toxin 

distribution following 19.5ºC temperature block for 60 min in the presence of monensin and 

subsequent temperature increase, as described in materials and methods. Endosomal fractions 

from three independent experiments (, , ) were determined as a function of time following 

temperature increase to 37ºC are shown. Symbols represent mean ± SEM, n ≥ 10. 
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Figure 15. Widefield analysis of Shiga toxin B-fragment in endosomes with and without 

monensin treatment. HeLa cells stably expressing GalNAcT2-GFP were analyzed for 

endosomal Shiga toxin distribution following 19.5ºC temperature block for 60 min with and 

without monensin treatment and subsequent temperature increase, as described in materials and 

methods. The fraction of cells exhibiting a predominantly endosome distribution of Shiga toxin 

were determined as a function of time following temperature increase to 37ºC for three 

independent experiments with () and without () monensin treatment. Symbols represent mean 

± SEM, n > 36. 
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Figure 16. Distance Measurements for rab6 and GPP130 from LSM single-plane images.  

LSM images of GalNAcT2-GFP cells at 20 minutes following monensin washout were analyzed 

for cis Golgi protein GPP130 (A), trans Golgi marker rab6 (B), and GalNAcT2-GFP (C) 

distances between peak intensities along a line drawn perpendicular to the Golgi (A, B, C 

arrows). Intensity versus distance was plotted along this line for each of the proteins (D, 

GPP130=blue, rab6=red, GalNAcT2-GFP=green). Distances between rab6 (D iii) and the primary 

GPP130 (D i) and secondary GPP130 (D ii) peaks were measured. GalNAcT2-GFP is distributed 

throughout the Golgi. 
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Figure 17. Distance Measurements for rab6 and p115 from LSM single-plane images.  LSM 

images of GalNAcT2-GFP cells at 20 minutes following monensin washout were analyzed for cis 

Golgi marker p115 (A), trans Golgi marker rab6 (B), and GalNAcT2-GFP (C) distances between 

peak intensities along a line drawn perpendicular to the Golgi (A, B, C arrows). Intensity versus 

distance was plotted along this line for each of the proteins (D, p115=blue, rab6=red, GalNAcT2-

GFP=green). Distances between rab6 (D ii) and p115 (D i) peaks were measured. GalNAcT2-

GFP is distributed throughout the Golgi. 
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CHAPTER 5 – Conclusions and Future Directions 

 

Research in cellular biology is extremely important to the advancement of our general knowledge 

about physiology and has many applications including the pharmaceutical industry, medicine, and 

agriculture. The combination of biology and engineering disciplines has furthered our 

understanding of basic biological processes and contributed to the advancement and discovery of 

new information.  

 

5.1 SUMMARY OF RESEARCH  

In this dissertation work, two important studies were undertaken. The first focused on developing 

a method for quantifying the distribution of proteins between the Golgi apparatus and 

endoplasmic reticulum (ER) using fluorescent microscopy with either antibody detection of 

endogenous and overexpressed proteins or live-fluorescently tagged overexpression systems 

(Chapter 3). This method resolved previous controversy in the literature as to the true steady-state 

distribution of Golgi resident proteins residing in the ER and determined the kinetic transport 

rates of these proteins by applying a mathematical model to our microscopy data. One important 

advancement of this work was in examining image data as data arrays and using surface plots to 

look for important but subtle differences in intensity. 

 

This dissertation also presents work (Chapter 4) detailing the cycling kinetics of Golgi resident 

protein GPP130 through the late endosome bypass pathway. Using quantitative confocal stack 

analysis of monensin treated cells and kinetic modeling, the transport rates of GPP130 between 

the Golgi and endosomes were determined. A discrepancy between the transport rates and the 

steady-state distribution value led us to validate the endosomal to Golgi measurement using 

temperature blocked endosomal Shiga toxin B-fragment, a protein known to transport to the 

Golgi from endosomes (Sandvig and van Deurs, 2002). Excellent agreement with that measured 

for GPP130 was found. Additionally, the spatial distribution of GPP130 was investigated upon its 

return to the Golgi following endosomal exit as a first step in spatially characterizing this novel 

cycling pathway. 

 

5.2 FUTURE STUDIES 

Based on the results presented in Chapters 3 and 4, a number of studies come to mind. Several 

experimental lines based on the previous experiments presented in this dissertation could be used 
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to further our understanding of protein distribution and trafficking in the secretory and 

biosynthetic pathways.  

 

As described in Chapter 4, we saw that the pH disrupting drug monensin caused the reversible 

redistribution of Golgi protein GPP130 to the endosomes. GPP130 transport along this pathway 

could be investigated in the presence of a different pH disrupting drug, namely bafilomycin. In 

the presence of bafilomycin, the lumen of intracellular organelles is neutralized, similar to 

monensin. This neutralization is achieved through the inhibition of vacuolar ATPases responsible 

for the transport of protons across the membrane (Moriyama and Nelson, 1989). Bafilomycin 

induced redistribution is unlikely to affect the trafficking of GPP130 to the endosomes in a 

different manner than monensin. Previous work has shown that bafilomycin does cause 

accumulation of GPP130 in the endosomes in a manner similar to monensin as evidenced by co-

staining with TGN38 protein (Puri et al., 2002) and the uptake of both anti-GPP130 and anti-

TGN38 antibodies in the presence of the drug (Puri et al., 2002; Puthenveedu et al., 2003).  Rate 

measurements for transport of GPP130 to the endosomes in the presence of bafilomycin could be 

compared with the results presented in Chapter 4, although a significant difference is not 

expected.  

 

As presented in Chapter 4, the transport of Shiga toxin B-fragment to the Golgi was characterized 

following accumulation in the endosomes as an alternative way to determine the endosome to 

Golgi trafficking rate constant. The effect of this accumulation in the endosomes and possible 

saturation of regulatory factors on the exit of protein from the endosomes could be studied by 

analyzing the rate of transport to the Golgi versus concentration of exogenously added Shiga 

toxin. If the rate constant measured proved to be dependant on the concentration of toxin 

fragment in solution, it could be suggested that the model developed in Chapter 4 is incomplete 

and that a limiting factor involved in exit from the endosomes may exist. An alternative study that 

would avoid the accumulation of protein in the endosomes altogether involves measuring the rate 

of transport of Cy3-conjugated Shiga toxin fragment in real time as it travels from the plasma 

membrane to the Golgi. Using an environmental chamber to control temperature and CO2-

independent DMEM media, Shiga toxin fragment trafficking to the Golgi could be measured, 

provided the system is sensitive enough to track small portions of the endocytosed toxin. This 

would allow a single cell to be studied at each time point during the redistribution and could be 

done without the accumulation of toxin fragment in the endosomes prior to analysis. 
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The Linstedt laboratory has shown that GPP130 redistributes to ER like structures colocalizing 

with other integral Golgi membrane proteins during brefeldin A (Linstedt et al., 1997) and 

nocodazole treatments (Linstedt et al., 1997; Puri et al., 2002). It has not been conclusively shown 

that GPP130 normally recycles into the ER. Verification that GPP130 cycles to the ER and 

characterization of the kinetics of this transport would be an extension of the work done in both 

Chapters 3 and 4. Microinjection has been used to block the exit of protein from the ER. Sar1p 

GDP-restricted protein prevents COPII coat protein recruitment thereby blocking GPP130 exit 

from the ER. Using an ER exit block, it should be possible to verify a cycling pathway to the ER 

and to study the redistribution of GPP130 along this pathway versus time. Following 

microinjection, depletion of GPP130 signal from the Golgi could be quantified using the 

techniques presented in Chapter 3 and used to determine the rate constant for transport of 

GPP130 from the Golgi to the ER. Once the presence of GPP130 recycling through the ER is 

verified and the retrograde (Golgi to ER) rate determined, brefeldin A washout experiments could 

be used to measure the anterograde transport (ER to Golgi) of GPP130 returning to the cis Golgi. 

These experiments would also add an additional compartment to the model used in our analysis 

for cycling of GPP130. A revised three-compartment model along with the measured anterograde 

and retrograde transport rate constants for trafficking to the ER and endosomes could be used to 

predict the complete cycling kinetics of GPP130 in both the secretory and biosynthetic pathways. 

These experiments would help illuminate the dominant cycling pathway and possibly help 

illuminate the primary function of the GPP130 protein. 

 

Analysis of GP73, another cis localized Golgi protein structurally related to GPP130 (Puri et al., 

2002), redistribution upon pH disruption is an alternative method for studying the trafficking of 

proteins from the Golgi to the endosomes. GP73 has been shown to transport to the endosomes 

and return to the Golgi along the late endosome bypass pathway, similar to GPP130. The 

retrograde transport of the protein has also been shown to be dependant on the presence of 

GPP130 for endosomal exit (Puri et al., 2002). The quantification of GP73 cis Golgi localized 

protein during monensin addition and subsequent washout could be compared to the GPP130 

analysis presented in Chapter 4. Both proteins have pH sensitive targeting domains suggesting the 

mechanisms of transport to the endosomes are similar. 

 

The spatial trafficking results presented in this dissertation were the product of a novel method of 

investigating spatial relationships of proteins between the individual cisternae, however the 

method requires some modifications. An interpretive problem was the presence of a large number 
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of secondary (trans localized) GPP130 peaks at the 0 minute washout. One possible explanation 

is that a small portion of GPP130 is leaking to the Golgi even in the presence of monensin when 

the exit from the endosomes is presumably blocked. Another, more likely possibility is that the 

trans peak is the result of GPP130 that has not left the TGN and is in the process of trafficking to 

the endosomes from the cis Golgi region. This could be verified by tracking the distance between 

GPP130 and the trans Golgi protein rab6 during monensin addition and subsequent GPP130 

redistribution. If the trans peak is the result of GPP130 retained in the TGN, the intensity of 

protein in the peak should increase with time as GPP130 accumulates in the endosomes. 

Additionally, quantification of GPP130 in the trans Golgi region in the absence of monensin also 

needs to be investigated to confirm the small presence of the protein in the trans region at steady-

state. 

 

Pulse chase experiments could also be used to track the progress of GPP130 as it travels from the 

Golgi to the endosomes during monensin treatment. Radioactive methionine labeling of GPP130 

and subsequent cell fractionation could be used to quantify the concentration of protein in the 

Golgi and the endosomes at various time points during monensin treatment. These experiments 

provide an alternative method for studying a small population of newly synthesized protein as it 

travels through the Golgi to the endosomes via the plasma membrane. These experiments would 

provide a method for determining the identity of the trans portion of GPP130 seen in the LSM 

experiments. If a trans peak of GPP130 is found in the presence of monensin, it can be suggested 

that the trans pool is a result of protein waiting to be transported to the endosomes. An increase in 

the concentration of protein in the trans region following monensin washout would indicate 

returning GPP130 protein while a decrease might suggest the resumption of steady-state cycling 

with the back up of GPP130 being transported out of the trans region. 

 

As fluorescent microscopy technology improves, the ability of researchers to study individual 

protein dynamics will also improve as well as increase the knowledge of intracellular protein 

trafficking. Recent advances in the area of microscopy include the introduction of fluorescence 

resonance energy transfer (FRET), total internal reflection microscopy (TIRF), high-resolution 

4Pi microscopy, and stimulated emission depletion microscopy (STED) (Presley, 2005). FRET 

microscopy (Jares-Erijman and Jovin, 2003; Stryer and Haugland, 1967) measures the interaction 

between two proteins in close proximity. These interactions are measured when an excited 

fluorophore from one protein transfers it energy to an adjacent fluorophore labeled protein and 

can be used to detect interactions in vitro, at the cell surface, or in the cell. FRET has already 
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been used to investigate the interactions between proteins involved in the formation of COP1 

coated vesicles and could potentially prove useful in the understanding the relationship between 

GPP130 and transport vesicle associated proteins. TIRF microscopy is well suited for the study 

and visualization of protein kinetics at the plasma membrane. Light from the objective intersects 

the sample at an extremely shallow angle allowing only the region on or very near the cell-

coverslip interface to be visualized. TIRF has a very high signal-to-noise ratio and has already 

been used to study the fusion of secretory granules and post Golgi-transport intermediates and to 

track single fluorescent molecules on or very near the cell surface (Koyama-Honda et al., 2005; 

Lang et al., 1997; Schmoranzer et al., 2000). It could facilitate the study of GPP130 cycling to the 

plasma membrane during monensin treatment. 4Pi fluorescent microscopy (Hell and Stelzer, 

1992) is a high-resolution technique that uses a double objective lens to increase numerical 

aperture and axial resolution. STED (Klar et al., 2000) is another high-resolution technique that 

uses non-linear optics to achieve high resolution (nm scale) in both the axial and lateral 

directions. The resolution limitations of traditional light microscopy make the visualization of 

subcellular structures such as the Golgi difficult. The possibility to visualize the cell at a 

resolution of 50 nm or less would dramatically impact our understanding of the dynamics and 

structure of the Golgi. These advancements could provide the means for reliably distinguishing 

between the ER and Golgi (Chapter 3) and the Golgi and endosomes (Chapter 4) at the resolution 

of the organelles. The ability to measure protein-protein interactions could also provide a method 

for investigating the possibility of interactions between GPP130 and another protein necessary for 

transport to and from the Golgi.  Finally, increased resolution could allow the distribution within 

the Golgi to be studied and distances between proteins localized to different cisternae more 

accurately measured. 

 

5.3 CONCLUSIONS 

In conclusion, the work presented in this dissertation has provided valuable information 

concerning the kinetic cycling properties of Golgi resident proteins in both the secretory and late 

endosomal bypass pathways. These results combined with the preliminary data regarding the 

spatial trafficking properties of GPP130 have contributed to the understanding of trafficking in 

the secretory pathway and the late endosomal bypass and ER recycling pathways in particular. 

The work presented in this dissertation contributes to the general knowledge of intracellular Golgi 

trafficking in both the biosynthetic and endocytic pathways and in a more general way, 

exemplifies the value of applying engineering analysis to biological cell studies and outlined 

important tools with applications to a wide array of cellular systems. 
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APPENDIX 1: STEREOLOGY 

 

Stereology is a classical method used to estimate the area, volume, or length fraction of an object 

relative to a sample space using simple ratios of measurable quantities (Griffiths, 1993). The 

basic theory of stereology relies on the principal of random sampling and states that the larger or 

more frequent occurrence of an object in the total sample space increases the probability of it 

being randomly measured. This principal only holds true if a sufficient number of random values 

is measured. (Figure 1) 

 

The amount of gold labeling in most immunocytochemical experiments is related to the volume, 

surface area, or length of the structure being measured (Griffiths, 1993). Our studies were focused 

on determining the relative particle densities of GalNAcT2-VSV in the ER, Golgi, and Golgi 

tubules. It has been proven that the profile area of an object relative to the total sample area is 

equal to the ratio of the volumes of the measured object and total reference space (Weibel 1980).  

The most efficient method for estimating the total area of the sample sections is point counting. 

By using a systematic system of test points (grid, see Figure 1) the fraction of sample point hits 

for an object (∑Golgiintersections) relative to the total point hits for the sample space 

(∑cellintersections), is related to the area fraction of that object (Weibel 1980, Mayhew 1983) as 

shown in: 

 

! 

Golgiintersections"
cellintersections"

=
Golgiarea

cellarea
       (1) 

 

Additionally, if the magnification of the micrographs relative to the sampling grid size is known, 

it is possible to determine the area of the sampled space from the number of grid intersections 

(Figure 2) which can then be used to quantitate the particle density in gold-labeling experiments. 
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Figure 1. Stereology. A structure is embedded in a 3-D reference space (A) and a random section 

is shown (B). This random section is sampled using a grid and the point counting method. The 

total intersections of the reference space are shown in red (C) while the intersections of the object 

of interest (D orange) are marked in blue. The relative area fraction of the object is the ratio of the 

mean of N measured sections (blue intersections) and the total space (red intersections). N must 

be large for this to be true. 
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Figure 2. Stereology Grid. A single intersection represents the area of one grid square. If the 

dimensions of the grid square are known relative to actual distance on the micrographs (x), the 

area of object can be found (x2). The sum of the intersections for the object (∑intersections) over 

all the micrographs multiplied by the area of a single intersection (x2) gives the total area for that 

object in the space measured. 
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APPENDIX 2: ELECTRON MICROGRAPH ANALYSIS 

 

Our electron microscopy (EM) analysis included two parts; (1) calculation of GalNAcT2-VSV 

protein labeling densities in the Golgi cisternae, tubules, and ER and (2) calculation of relative 

protein distributions of GalNAcT2-VSV in the Golgi apparatus and ER. Higher magnification 

images (34,000x) were analyzed to determine the protein densities using both gold particle 

quantification and stereology. Particle density, our measure of protein density is defined as: 

 

! 

particle density (") =  
gold particles (#)

area (µm2)
          (1) 

 

At the 34,000 magnification we were able to distinguish both the Golgi cisternae and tubular 

structures as well as the ER (See Chapter 3 Figure 2). Also, this high magnification allowed us to 

reliably identify the gaps between the cisternae. For this reason, we measured the areas values 

(using stereology) for the Golgi cisternae with and without the regions between (UAblock and 

UAcisternae, respectively). 

 

The lower magnification images (16,000x and 10,000x) were analyzed to determine the relative 

protein distributions of the GalNAcT2-VSV protein in the Golgi and ER. Again stereology was 

used to quantify the relative areas of the Golgi (LAblock) and ER (LAER). It is important to note 

that at the lower magnifications it is not possible to distinguish the tubules or space between 

cisternae. To compensate, we used ratios of the area values measured at the upper magnification 

(UAcisternae, UAblock, UAtubules, UAblock) to determine the cisternal and tubular areas (LAcisternae and 

LAtubules, respectively) as defined by: 

 

! 

LA
cisternae

(µm2
) =

UA
cisternae

UA
block

" 

# 
$ 

% 

& 
' *LAblock

LA
tubules

(µm2
) =

UA
tubules

UA
block

" 

# 
$ 

% 

& 
' *LAblock

              (2 & 3) 

 

The total Golgi area (LAGolgi) is the sum of the cisternal and tubular calculated values. 

 

! 

LA
Go lg i(µm

2) = LA
cisternae

+ LA
tubules          (4)  
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To determine the relative amounts of GalNAcT2-VSV protein in the Golgi and ER we used the 

protein density calculated at the higher magnification (δGolgi, δER) and the relative areas calculated 

at the lower magnifications (LAGolgi and LAER) using: 

 

! 

Golgi
GalNAcT 2"VSV =

#
Go lg i $LAGo lg i

#
Go lg i $LAGo lg i( ) + #

ER
$LA

ER( )

ER
GalNAcT 2"VSV =1"Go lgi

GalNAcT 2"VSV

            (5 & 6) 
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APPENDIX 3: PIXEL SHIFT 
 

Proper alignment between images is an important consideration whenever multiple channels are 

superimposed (merge channels) such as when the spatial relationship of two molecules within a 

cell is being examined. Even a small change in the XY-coordinates recorded by the camera can 

result in a misrepresentation of the interactions and/or relative positions of the two molecules. 

This is particularly true if you are using the computer to correlate overlap as done in this 

dissertation. Planar imperfections on the surface of the optical filters can cause a shift in the 

image acquired by the camera when switching between filter sets, hence the term pixel shift. This 

shift is the result of beam deviation that is usually caused by a non-zero wedge angle in the filter 

coating (non-parallelism) (Erdogan, 2005). If there are imperfections on the surface of the filters, 

the emerging beam will deviate from its incident path (Figure 1A). 

 

For the portion of my experiments involving the spinning disk confocal system, the multi-channel 

images were acquired by switching between the fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) and 

tetramethylrhodamine isothiocyanate (TRITC) filter sets that corresponded to the two 

fluorophores of interest, GFP and Cy3 respectively. To determine if pixel shift was occurring, 

WT HeLa cells were stained with anti-GM130 primary antibody followed by both cyanine 2 

(Cy2) and cyanine 3 (Cy3) secondary antibodies. Cy3 and Cy2 fluorophores were chosen because 

they corresponded to the TRITC and FITC channels, respectively, used in my experiments. The 

resulting images showed an ~ 1-2 pixel shift between channels in the lateral direction (Figure 1B) 

corresponding to a distance of ~150nm. As a comparison, at the resolution of the light 

microscope, the Golgi appears as an ~6 µm long and ~2 µm wide ribbon-like structure (Storrie et 

al., 1998). Manufacturing standards reported a standard deviation of ±1 pixel shift in the XY-

plane allowing us to conclude that our results are within the limitations of the filters. The figure 

below shows the FITC (Cy2, green), TRITC (Cy3, red) images merged (yellow) before and after 

(Figure 1C) pixel shift is corrected for a WT cell stained with GM130. The pixel shift was 

corrected by moving the Cy2 channel (green) 2 pixels with respect to the Cy3 channel (red). This 

pixel shift was not corrected in our studies involving the colocalization of GPP130 and 

GalNAcT2-GFP, but instead was compensated in the analysis by scaling the time points with 

respect to the zero time point (100% colocalization). 

 

Similar experiments were performed for the laser scanning confocal microscope (LSM510). A 

LSM confocal scans the sample sequentially point-by-point, line-by-line, and then assembles the 
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pixel information in one image. A photommulitplier tube is used for detection of the photons 

emitted at each pixel scanned versus the camera used by the spinning disk. Combined, these 

factors help reduce the appearance of pixel shift. However, the system still includes both dichroic 

mirrors and filters capable of introducing a shift when multiple channel configurations are used. 

For these reasons, cells were stained with anti-GM130 primary antibody and Cy3 and Cy5 

secondary antibodies to measure the pixel shift for these corresponding channels (Figure 1D). The 

distance corresponding to the pixel shift found was measured for each individual experiment and 

subtracted from the distance measurements for other proteins imaged using the same channels. 

Suggestions for reducing the presence of a pixel shift between channels with the LSM510 are to 

(1) be sure that pinholes are the same size for all channels, (2) properly oversample, and (3) 

acquire images in line with the light path (usually center of the field-of-view). 
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Figure 1. Pixel Shift. Simplified diagram of the optical light path (A) demonstrating the effect of 

filter imperfections on beam deviation. Immunofluorescence staining of the Golgi protein GM130 

with Cy2 (green) and Cy3 (red) secondary antibodies is shown before (B) and after (C) pixel shift 

correction for spinning disk confocal images. The pixel shift associated with the LSM 510 was 

measured using similar anti-GM130 staining with Cy3 (magenta) and Cy5 (blue) secondary 

antibodies as shown in D. 
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APPENDIX 4: MICROSCOPY TERMS 

 

Included in this appendix is a brief summary of terms and concepts relating to light microscopy 

and deconvolution. 

 

Wavelength (λ): The distance between repeating units of a wave pattern. Excitation (λex) and 

emission (λem) wavelengths for fluorophores referenced in this dissertation are listed in Table 1. 

Note that the emission wavelength is always longer than the excitation wavelength. 

 

Refractive Index (n): The factor by which the wave is slowed in a material. The medium 

refractive index is that of the embedding or mounting medium. Please see Table 2 for a list of the 

refractive indexes of common materials. 

 

Numerical Aperture (NA): Measure of the ability of a microscope objective to gather light and 

resolve fine specimen detail at a fixed object distance. 

 

Point Spread Function (PSF): The point spread function is defined as the image of a single point 

object, including the spreading/blurring due to components (filters, lenses) in the optical path. 

The image acquired by the microscope is the sum of the individual PSFs of an object. Each PSF 

measured represents a location and intensity corresponding to a point source. 

 

Resolution: The ability of a microscope to distinguish between small objects or the minimum 

distance between distinguishable objects in an image. 

 

Airy Disc: The bright region in the center of a diffraction pattern resulting from light passing 

through a uniformly illuminated circular aperture. The diameter of the center disc is related to the 

wavelength of the illuminating light and the size of the circular aperture. The criterion for 

resolving two objects is that the center of the first object Airy disc must be separate from the edge 

of the second object Airy disc (see Figure 1). 

 

 

Pinhole: The pinhole aperture that is used to exclude light from out of focus focal planes. In laser 

scanning confocal microscopy, a pinhole in front of the light source can be used to direct the 

excitation light to a point/plane of the specimen. A second pinhole situated in front of the detector 
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is used to block the emitted light from adjacent focal planes above and below the point of interest. 

With spinning disk confocal microscopy, the same pinhole is used for the excitation and emission 

wavelengths. This is accomplished using a disc with multiple pinholes that is rotated at high 

speed. The backprojected pinhole radius used during deconvolution refers to the size of the 

pinhole as it appears in the specimen focal plane and is the physical pinhole size divided by the 

total magnification of the detection system (objective and internal magnifications). Optimal 

pinhole size is usually set as 1 Airy unit, or the diameter of the Airy disc, and gives the best 

signal-to-noise ratio. Pinhole spacing is a term used during deconvolution to define the distance 

between the backprojected pinholes of a spinning disk microscope. 

 

Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR): A measure of the signal strength relative to the background noise. 

The higher the ratio, the more the desired signal is separated from undesirable background 

information. 

 

Nyquist Sampling: Minimal sampling distance at which an image or signal must be recorded to 

ensure that all the signal information is represented in the measured sample. If a signal is 

undersampled, the fine details of an object are misrepresented as belonging to adjacent larger 

structures. Therefore, to ensure proper oversampling of an object, the following equations are 

used to determine minimum sampling distances in the lateral (xy) and axial (z) dimensions for 

confocal microscopy. 

 

! 

" x,y =
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             (1,2, & 3) 

 

where n is the refractive index, λex is the excitation wavelength, and NA is the numerical 

aperture. 
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Table 1. Excitation and Emission wavelengths 

Fluorophore 
Excitation Wavelength 

(λex) 

Emission Wavelength 

(λem) 

Cascade Blue 375 410 

GFP 489 509 

Cy2 489 506 

Cy3 548 562 

Cy5 650 670-700 

 

 

Table 2. Refractive Index of Common Materials 

Material Refractive Index (n) 

Air 1.0 

Water 1.33 

Oil 1.56 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Airy Disc.  Diffraction pattern of a point light source. The center bright spot is referred 
to as the Airy disc and is surrounded by multiple diffraction patterns. The diameter of the 
center spot is equal to one Airy unit. 
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